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Yes!
Treatment
Works

The most important question you can ask
concerning substance abuse treatment is

whether or not it works. At Valley Hope, our
answer is a resounding Yes! Treatment Works.
People can and do recover from their addiction
to alcohol and other drugs. Lost work days can
become productive work days and families torn
apart by the addiction can begin to love again.

There are some other important questions.
Valley Hope's answer is the same for each..: e~.

Yes, Valley Hope oilers quality substance abuse
treatment services with the focus on individual recovery.

Professional, certified staff direct an individualized
treatment plan. All Valley Hope facilities are JCAHO •

accredited and/or state licensed.

Yes, the treatment services offered by Valley Hope are
grounded in 12-Step philosophy with strong emphasis on
family participation, spirituality (non-denominational) and

~ continuing care placement.

Quality treatment does not have to be expensive.
Valley Hope can answer your questions about

afi'ordability with a resounding~es, too. Call us
today and let Valley Hope say Xes to your

treatrnent needs.

1es.
•aln

VALLEY HOPE
ASSOCIATION

Alcohol, Drug and Related Treatment Services
Treatment facilities in Arizona, Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska and Oklahoma.

Fly to Recovery Program available across the United States.

Corporate Offices P.O. Box 510 Norton, KS 67654

ADllIIISSIONS 1-800-544-5101 INFORMATION 1-800-654-0486

~~ircle 1 on card.
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hat is mostly gray and is growing everyday? No, it is not your hair. It is the
elderly and in corporate parlance, it's eldercare. While longevity is a sign of
increased technology, iti adds benefit costs to corporate bottom lines, Perhaps

it sounds like corporate caring to also have work/family programs, but a recent Wall
Street Journal article actually said less is more when it comes to funding child/elder-
care. Most companies, according to Sue Shellenbarger's column, don't even fit the
"family-friendly" category. Editorial Advisory Board member Brad Googins was men-
tioned as having some upcoming benchmarks for the truly responsive work/family
organizations. The employee assistance professionals have advocated for childcare and
eldercare progress and have seen the results of employees whose family problems have
affected their productivity at work.

I'm eagerly anticipating the EAPA Conference this year to see the upcoming trends.
At the American Psychological Association Conference last month, the idea of "groups
without walls" was introduced. This new twist on independent practitioners furnishing
care directly to purchasers seems to cut out some of the administrative costs from man-
aged care now running at up to 15 percent.

I will also be listening for new twists and turns on ways to bring the EA services to
work. I saw the term "MSA" the other day. Those are "medical savings accounts." On
the surface, the idea has meant saving healthcare dollars. Upon closer scrutiny, critics
claim those dollars may be saved at the expense of wellness/prevention programs.

I'll be most interested in the scuttlebutt on the Internet. I'm not spending as much
time "surfing the net" as I did six months ago. Now, it is more every other week. The
EA Digest Bulletin Board information seems to be passed back and forth; and Bob
Fleming has done a superb job keeping "netiquette." Still, the thought that someday the
net will serve as a repository of instant EA information and knowledge hasn't quite
clicked with me yet. Some are saying that classes will be presented on the net, super-
visionwill take place from master to student and peer to peer. Those in private practices
will have net colleagues galore to brief and debrief with. The loneliness of the solo prac-
titioner will be a thing of the past. I don't think so.
We will also be able to take the temperature of the EAPA exhibitors. Fresh from the

Behavioral Healthcare Tomorrow show, it will be interesting to compare exhibitor
responses. The perceived image of the EA professional as purchaser of product and'ser=
vices has changed over the past 14 years. Up until a year ago, the EA professional's
influence was questioned. The EAP was only a part of the conglomerate of decision-
makers. They still are, but they seem to have positioned themselves as the best front-
end providers of service/referrals. Sought after for our central diagnosis and referral
work, vast experience in workplace/worker dynamics and our liability insurance, the
EA professional has gained increasing favor with the providers of service and products.
Be looking for the EmployeeAssistance 1996 Editorial Calendar, our hest yet. It

debuts at the EAPA Conference. Please stop by and say hello.

/ ''

J.Chit~ Drotos, CLAP
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YOU1'll TREATMENT
._CENTER _

While many trcauncn~ programs have found it necessary to cut features smd services in the woke of so-

called °cost conriinment," the buzzword of die nineties, Sundown M Kanch just keeps getting better.

Our new state-of-the :irt Youeh Treauuent Center is just one more example of Sundown's continuing

quest for quality and effectiveness in the truly affordable treahnent of alcoholism and other drug addictions.

We invite your comparison with the few remaining in-patient adolescent treatment programs in the

country; the complete Minnesota Madcl seyucnce, focusing on physical emotional and tipiritual healing, con-

duc~ed by deeply caring, highly skilled adolescent counselors and feanuing .i com-

prehensive family component, all for less than $4,000 inclusive. And tiundown's

adult recovery program, including the gender specific curriculum for addicted M

women, is still about a2,50Q..and ;dso features Family treatment at no additional

charge.
Sundown M Ranrh...nesded in the mouth of die Yakima River C~nyon...just a

n~~~~~~~~at ~W.~Y .~„~ ~~ ur~~u~„< «> ~u~~~~,~~~. 1-800-32(-7444



~ ~
he evolution of work/family programs within corporate

r e e n i n e e r i n America continues to accelerate as workplaces embraceg g
<.. new family benefits, adopt new policies and in general

reflect an organization more responsive to the needs of working fami-

lies. Organizations also use work/family as a means of competing to

insure that their benefit packages are not out of line with those of their

Corporate 1?estructuring

Challenges Work/Family

to Become Work/Life

competitors. Not unlike the EAP

movement of a decade earlier, the

establishment of work and family pro-

grams has directly benefited from the

standard practice of benchmarking

that characterizes much of human

resources. Once a few of the leading firms

establish a benefit or progrun, a critical

mass is realized and from then on, the

process of benchmarking accelerates

growth regazdless of inhinsic benefits.

Within a decade, the work/family field

has achieved a major beachhead in the corporate world. In a recent

Towers Perrin Survey on Work/Life Programs, corporations exhibited

a broad array of work/life programs. In fact, 40 percent of survey par-

ticipants offer the same core group of about 20 work/life programs and

related benefits or policies. Work/family or work/life programs appear

to be expanding both in scope and in number, fueled in large part by

the changing demographics of workplaces, a marked decrease in pub-

lic or government supports for families, and a newly emerging set of

corporate norms that suggest that corporate response is expected and

necessary for reasons ranging from employee relations, community

By Bradley K. Googins, PhD image, and impact on bottom line rates of productivity.

6 EMPLOYEF,ASSISTANCI



Challenges from Redesign
However, just as work family programs

have come on-line and are becoming an
established component of corporate benefits,
a major new development is taking place—
the redesign of work and workplaces that
both challenges and has the potential to rad-
ically reshape work/family, not only in terms
of how it is defined, but also in terms of how
it fits within the corporate environment and
culture. The revolutionary upheaval of the
workplace that began almost a decade ago
has now reached a level of newly created
dogma and constitutes the major driving
force within most business sectors..Better
known by more popular terms, such as
reengineering, work redesign and downsiz-
ing, this upheaval has turned workplaces on
their heads, leading to marked change not
only of structure and work processes, but
also of basic rules, values and norms that
underlie the very culture itself.

For worWfamily programs, the restructur-
ing has cut to the core of the organization
and shaped its core processes and even its
values to such a great extent that work/fami-
ly, as understood up until the present, will
never be the same again. (As a side note, it
does not take much of a stretch to make a
parallel set of comments about the EAPs.
However for purposes of focus, this article
will address the work and family field.)
To the extent that the workplace and its

culture constitute one of the major domains
of operations for work/family issues, the
current sea change serves to redefine the
very environment within which work and
family breaths and lives. At the most basic
level, any issue trying to be heard, such as
the need for work/family programs, will be
drowned out by the noise of corporate
redesign. In fact, the noise of redesign
through. a reengineering or downsizing
process is so dominant in terms of time com-
mitment, corporate energy and focus, that
virtually no issue can surface, never mind
take center stage, unless it is somehow
directly tied to this process. While that does
not mean that worWfamily programs will be
cut, it does mean that for the present, they
will be at best, shelved, and at worse, a vic-
tim of the redesign or downsizing process.
As an example, take the issue of dual-

career couples. A great deal of attention and
research was conducted in the early days of
work/family concerning the stress exhibited
by households in which both husbands and
wives were employed. Understandably, the
movement fiom home to work by wives
upset the existing equilibrium, throwing tra-
ditional role and role-theory into a world of

OCT'OBF,R 1995

confusing change. The implications of this
on children, on gender roles, and on a range
of others issues are now well known and as
such, constitute a large part of what has been
considered work and family domain.

Notice, however, that the discussion of
dual-career couples took place in a relative-
ly static work environment. Of course, there
were issues such as travel and working hours
that influenced the discussion, but issues of
careers and conflicts surrounding those were
more apt to be the focus of these discussions.
Fast forward to the current environment of
organizations where the. context of dual-
career couples has shifted.

Today, the question. of whether there is a
career is in doubt as contingent labor forces
press these same couples to consider and
worry about benefit coverage. Also, the need
for increasing job skills becomes a much
more important consideration of dual-career
couples. If it hopes to remain relevant and
effective, the work/family field needs to
reposition itself to incorporate the new
workplace reality

Selective Growth
Interestingly, in the very midst of this rev-

olution, work/family programs have experi-
enced remarkable growth. At first blush, this
may seem contradictory given the effect
work-restructuring tends to have on people
programs. However, it is important to note
exactly which work/family programs are
growing and which ones are not. For exam-
ple, in the Towers Perrin survey, the top
seven work/family benefits reported are:
Unpaid personal leave of absence 90 percent
Employee assistance progams 88 percent
Routinne gynecological exams 79 percent
Dependent care spending account 78 percent
Coverage for well-baby care 73 percent
Personal days 62 percent
Vacation day canyover 59 percent
With the exception of the EAP, which has

been long established and generally not

developed as a work/family benefit, all of

these leading benefits cost little or nothing to
the corporation and require few .changes in

corporate behavior. In short, these are rela-
tively easy changes and one can only wonder
why 100 percent of corporations would not
make these changes if the costs are so mini-
mal. More costly ventures, such as on-site
childcare or broad-band flextime, are found
towards the bottom of the list.

Thus, atwo-sided coin of work/family

emerges in the midst' of corporate redesign.

On one side, highly visible attempts to
respond and be perceived as a responsible
corporate citizen have led to a widely her-

aided set of work family initiatives.
Corporations, on the whole, increasingly
appear to be more responsive and have

established work/family programs both as

the right things to do and as a strategy to
keep competitive in an increasingly bench-

marking environment. However, on the other
side of this coin are responses not made by
the corporation. Issues of .flexibility; work=
ing hours, job security and glass-ceiling con-
cerns are rarely addressed or, if they are, it is
often on a most superficial level.

The_very company which makes the top-
10 list of family-friendly companies in the
annual Working Mother magazine competi-
tion is most often the same company in
which excessive. work hours erode family
time, flexibility exists only in circumstances
where the corporation finds it convenient
and little dialogue exists to discuss mutual
accommodation on these issues. Many of the
issues which are at the heart of work and
family are often nondiscussible within these
corporate environments. Not unlike family
systems, if an issue is not discussible, it gen-
erally serves as a warning signal for some
aspect of dysfunction within the system.

Expansion to Work/Life
Similar to EA programs, work/family pro-

grams also have to contend with an image
problem. Many people thought of EAPs
exclusively as programs for alcoholics, an
image that served as a barrier to utilization
and effectiveness. Work/family programs
also deal with an image barrier when they are
perceived as primarily women's programs, or
focused on the care of children. Over the past
several years, many corporations have moved
away from the term work/family and adopted
the broader work/life as a strategy for com-
municadng amore inclusive program.
At the same time that work/family

evolved from a few programs to a substantial
and widely recognized enterprise, corpora-
tions were also engaged in the redesign of

work to meet the challenges of a quickly

changing external environment.
For worWfamily to respond effectively in

a world of redesign and reengineering, it will
have to embark on a new direction. First, it
will have to embrace a much more compre-

hensive model than has been used in the
past. Where much of work/family activities
traditionally revolved around issues of child-
care, the employees of today's corporation
are faced with a much broader and more
complex set of work/life issues, ranging

from coping with latchkey children and

aging parents to adjusting to a world of

rapidly shifting technology, time 1~lmines



WORK/FAMILY

and shrinking community supports. Where a
few programs centered on assisting employ-
ees with young children sufficed in the past,
today's reengineered workplace will need a
great deal more in terms of policies, benefits

and changes in the corporate culture if any

semblance of work/life balance is possible.

Moving from Program to Strategy

Perhaps most importantly, worWfamily

initiatives will have to become more strate-
gic if they hope to remain relevant and effec-
tive for employees and employers. One of

the distinct dangers that currently exists for

the field is that- they stay rooted in a benefit
or program mode. Although many of the
programs that have evolved, such as child-
care/eldercare information and assistance,
lunch-time seminars and dependent care
spending accounts, are extremely useful for
employees, they are insufficient fora strate-
gically linked work/family initiative.
Programs and benefits tend to keep work

and family on the periphery of the organiza-

tion, providing needed assistance to employ-
ees and their families, but largely unconnect-

ed in perception and in reality to the core

business. Thus, a primarily programmatic

response runs the risk of being classified as

nice things to do for our employees, much
like giving some money to the United Way.
This approach is incomplete because there is
no mutuality between employee and
employer, between the benefit provided and

the business itself

Today's corporation is struggling with a

variety of issues that need to be incorporated

into a work/life response. A strategic
approach would be based on an assessment
of the business priorities, human resource
goals and strategies, its changing demo-
graphics, lifestyle and career stages, and

linkages to its multiple stakeholders. This

strategic analysis would suggest both inter-
nal and external paths. Internally, work/life

programs would link employee needs to

business needs and objectives. While some
of this might be met by traditional benefits
and programs, other components might
include culture-change projects, creating
new forms of employee communications,
and developing flexibility by which employ-
ee and employer discuss mutual needs and
goals, negotiating a set of trade-offs that are

HOW DO YOU HELP YOUR EMPLOYEES
WITH CHILD &ADULT CARE?

i Established in 1983, AMERICARE SYSTEMS, INC. offers the following work/family
services for corporate clients and their employees:

Child Care Referrals

Adult Care Referrals

Consulting Services

Feasibility Studies

Child Care Center Design &Evaluation

Management Training

Work and Family Seminars

"Family Education Fair" Coordination

QUALITY CARE DOESN'T COST, IT PAYS!

Open to Joint Venture Possibilities

m~riear~ Americare Systems, Inc. "
yst~ms 1400 Woodward Ave. Suite 2()

Y 'nc.o
Bloomfield Hi11s, MI 48304-3972

Circle 19 on card.

mutually beneficial.

Externally, a strategic approach opens up
lines to the community in its attempt to meet

the work/life needs of the corporation. Just

as the redesigned firm has introduced new

forms of operations, such as the virtual cor-

poratiorr and the new emphasis on partner-

ships and strategic alliances, the new
work/life program has to develop its initia-
fives within this broader community context.
Many of the. issues that work/life programs
deal with are not exclusively or even primar-
ily corporate concerns. Childcare and elder-
care, for example, are community issues,
and the extent to which the corporation can
form new partnerships with relevant com-

munity institutions to insure safe, affordable
and accessible dependent care, everyone
benefits.

The formation of the American Business
Collaborative on Dependent Care is a good

example of such a strategy in which a con-
sortium of leading companies pooled
resources to stimulate and seed communities
in improving the childcare infrastructure.
Additional external partnerships will realize

continaied on page 41

Over 206 EAP's use
TopDrawer to keep track of
clients, resources, accounts,

insurance and activities
TopDrawer is the most-used software for EAP
record keeping by external, internal, labor and,
government EAPs. It handles all the record
keeping and reporting any EAP from the largest
to the smallest, really ever needs.
Yet,TapDrawer is the most inexpensive, easy to
learn, easy to use EAP software available.
It provides full-size in-take, case record and
insurance claim screens. It maintains a referral
database. It tracks non-client activities such as
training and interventions. It produces
meaningful, uncomplicated activity reports.
And iYs only $485. No wonder it's sowell-used

TopDrawer keeps it simple
FREE SAMPLE PROGHAMI

~ '~~ Call1-800.354.0428
~I or 303-796-9606

~~ FAX 303-850-7977
III R07HSCHILD'S
~' ~ ~ ~ Rothschfld's Files

P.O. Box 3106
Litlleton CO 80161

Circle 6 on card.



It may be caring for an
elderly parent, a family
member with along-term
disability, or one recovering
from surgery. Whatever the
case, dependent care
responsibilities docause
stress and affect both an
employee's health and job
performance.
At Kelly Assisted Living°

we provide reliable in-home
care services that help
relieve employees of the

OO 1992 Kelly Assisted Living Services, Inc.

responsibilities of depen-
dentcare. The result is a
reduction in absenteeism
and a return to full
productivity at work.

Kelly Assisted~Living°is
part of Kelly Services, the
Kelly Girl° People-one of
the most trusted and

reliable service
organizations
in the world.
Through a
network of T

Circle 4 on card.

:7

nationwide offices, Kelly
Assisted Living has been
providing clients with
dependable, personalized
care for more than 15 years.

For more information on
our short- and long-term
care services, call
1-800-541-9818.

he Kelly Girl°People

Assisted
Living



EAPA PREVIEW

Seattle Welcomes EAPA's
24th Annual Conference

APA will reveal its expanded work-

shop and training sessions, Nov. 12 to

15 at the Washington State

Convention and Trade Center in Seattle.

These sessions will be preceded by an inten-

sive, two-day certificate course taught by

Brenda Blair and Associates.
There are more than 60 one-to-three hour

inhroductory, intermediate and advanced

educatiaial workshops to choose from. The

topics include: confidentiality, small busi-

ness roundtables, partnering with managed

care, eldercare, marketing EAPs to employ-

ers and much more.

This year, Che program committee has

asked the presenters to rank their workshops

for level oi' experience to assist attendees in

choosing fi•om the five [racks the best possi-

ble workshop for their needs.

On Nov. 11, EAPA will present its "DOT

Alcohol and Drug Rules Training

Workshop:' The workshop is designed to
train EAPs and CEAPs to market sec•vices to

employees, train supervisors Ind manage-

ment, educate employees and manage alco-
hol and drug-rules programs for companies,

businesses and government entiCies. The

course provides attendees with the opportu-

nity to question DOT counsel about liability

issues and gives them an overview of SAP

qualit7cations and how-to directions on pro-

viding SAP services.
Also on Nov. 11, EAPA has scheduled

"Providing Alcohol and Drug-Rules

NEW DAY CENTER

• Free Evaluations •Family Interventions •DUI Assessments

• Inpatient Detoxification &Rehabilitation

• Adult Outpatient /Day Hospital & I.O.P.

• Residential Treatment Facility

• Impaired Professional Program

• 2 Years Aftercare (at no extra charge)

• 24-Hour Admissions

HINSDALE HOSPITAL'S BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE
SponsoieA Ly ~lte Seuenfh-duy AAuenfis! Church

Addiction Services: (708) 856-7700

Mental Health Services: l-800-894-1900

120 N. Oak Street Hinsdale, IL 60521

Services to Owners and Government

Managers:' This coinse is designed to help

EAPs set up a quality, DOT-mandated, alco-

hol and drug-rules program for companies,

small business and government managers. It

includes: training in the DOT rules; setting

up A&D programs for small business man-

agemei~t, supervisors and employees; pro-

viding SAP services; marketing to small

businesses; and using the EAPA-sponsored

DOT training videos and materials. llOT

counselors will be on hand to answer any

questions the attendees may have.

As in years past, there are a number of

activities to help pvticipanCs enjoy some

informal networking and socializing. Every

continued on page 36
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TestSelect
Drug &Alcohol Test Management Software

Wiil help preventyour business from being held hostage!

-True random employee selection

- Complete statistical reporting

- Secure, password protection

-Menu driven, on-line help

-Employee import eases data entry

- Multiple site capability

- User-definable settings to fit your policy

To place an order ~1,~~ Software America Inc
or obtain a demo
d'ISk CO~taCt US at : 1717 N Naper Blvd # 106 - Naperville, IL 60563-8837

(708) 505-9090 FAX (708) 505-9115
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CP Rail's EFAP

Success Comes from Downplaying Attitudes and Pinpointing Solutions

enerally, where the workforce is
unionized to some degree, the EAP
is said to be a ̀ joint union/man-

agement program." Unions believe in
employee assistance because it is in every-
one's best interest to provide employees
with help for personal problems. The prob-
lem of jointness from a union's viewpoint
often concerns the extent to which manage-
ment's involvment intrudes into the mem-
ber's personal life. For this reason, unions
may be suspicious of the company EAP,
even though they agree that the service is
needed.
The balance between company concerns

and union concerns about the EAP is deli-
cate and not always achieved. This is a story
of how one company, Canadian Pacific Rail
System (CPRS) and its unions, have
achieved and hope to maintain that delicate
balance in their joint employee and family
assistance program (EFAP).
CPRS is the third largest railway in North

America in terms of trackage. In Canada, it
operates freight trains from the St.
Lawrence River Valley in the East to the
Pacific Ocean in the West. The railway also
reaches deep into the United States. U.S.
operations represent an important portion of
the railway's total business, but the EFAP
described here .applies only to the some
19,000 employees— workers, supervisors,
managers and executives and their fami-
lies—in Canada. There is a separate EAP
for employees located in the U.S.
CPRS is an interesting company, and one

which presents particular challenges to the
establishment of an employee assistance
program. The unionized workforce of
CPRS in Canada is represented by seven
unions, all with their own ideas and agendas
for an EFAP.

The First Steps
Like most EAPs, the program at CPRS

began in response to concerns about the

OCTOBER 1995

By Mike Yorkston

effects of alcohol in the workplace. In fact,
it was the unions representing our running
trades' employees that first proposed, in
1973, that the company medical insurance
plan be amended to include alcoholism as a
disease so that employees who undertook
treatment could be eligible for wage-loss
insurance, called weekly indemnity bene-
fits. This was proposed in the hope that
troubled employees would seek treatment
and the number of employees being fired
for alcohol-related offenses might be
reduced. The company agreed to the pro-
posal and introduced a company Alcohol
and Drug Control Program. It was not a
joint union/management program; it was
strictly a unilateral management response to
a perceived problem. There was no staff
assigned, no budget, no information
resource available. Implementing and
administering the policy was added to the
work load of supervisors on the theory that
supervisors were responsible for their
employees.
The alcohol/drug program built slowly

and unevenly. There were concerns about
its motivations and its effectiveness. Some
unions distrusted it, others supported it. The
commitment by management also lacked
consistency. Grass-roots local committees
of concerned employees developed during
this time. These committees attempted to
help fellow employees by seeking appropri-
atecommunity resources, helping with ben-
efit claims, finding financial support for
employees in need and providing recover-
ing employees with support and follow-up.
There were a variety of procedures used and
varying levels of success.
But the different initiatives did lead to

some success in that a number of employees
who might otherwise have been dismissed
or created an unsafe condition were "recov-
ered." For example, between 1976 and
1984, 601 employees went through the
alcohol and drug program, 55 percent of

whom maintained total abstinence For two
years, the standard program monitoring
period.

In 1987, after a review of the program.
based largely on input from former clients,
the program was strengthened. It was then
that the company hired four full-time EAP
coordinators, the beginnings of a real EAP.
Soon after, it was thought that the pro-

gram (now called an EAP, but still only
addressing substance abuse concerns)
should be a joint union/management pro-
gram. So a senior committee of union and
management officers was formed, and took
responsibility for all EAP policy and pro-
gram decisions.

Unfortunately, committee members read-
ily became entrenched in their respective
positions and as a result, the EAP suffered.
No decisions were made, no help or direc-
tion was given to the staff and stagnation
followed. The so-called joint union/man-
agement committee was a complete disas-
ter, and by 1993, it was obvious that some-
thing had to change.

Getting Past the Problems
In 1993, unions and management at CP

Rail System called for a review of the
employee assistance program that had been
in effect for a number of years in the
Canadian operation. The EFAP model
developed and implemented as a result of
that review relies on joint accountability
between management and union for the
program's success.
At that time, the EAP staff proposed that

a review be conducted to try to revive the
EAP. Accordingly, a review committee,
with union and management representatives
as co-chairpersons, was formed with a man-
date to study everything and recommend
anything. The only caveats were that rec-
ommended changes would have to be rea-
sonable and would increase access to time-
ly help for employees' personal problems.



JOINT EAP

That review showed that it is possible, by
focusing on an agreed-upon goal, for man-
agement and labor to work together. In any
employee assistance program, there are dif-
ferences of opinion and hard positions to

accommodate. But it can be done, and the

outcome is worth the effort.
It is important that the various factions

within union and management consciously

put aside their perceived or acquired posi-
tions and concentrate on the end result. This
makes it easier to accommodate differences.

Brian McDonagh, a full time union repre-
sentative, and I were co-chairpersons. It was
important that we work well together to pro-
vide an example for the rest of the commit-
tee, as well as instill confidence of employ-
ees in the EFAP.
The initial meeting of this committee was

somewhat tentative, we all had to get
acquainted to some degree. We didn't all

know each other and based on reputations
and our personal biases, we didn't all trust
one another. And, while we did have a very
broad mandate, we didn't quite know how we
would work together.

All of the members, except for Brian and
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I, were very visibly active members in the

EAP movement at CFRS, either as full-time

co-ordinitors, as two members were, or as
volunteers as the other members were.
McDonagh and I also had an interest in
EAPs, because of some fellow-workers who
had lost their lives to alcoholism.

As we learned, we could all contribute in
some fashion, provided we focused on the
issues, not on the personalities. We had some
difficult moments where we etch had to back
off, think things through, and yes, sometimes
accept other views as legitimate, if not neces-
sarily our own. But we did get the job done.
The result of the review was the formation

of a formal EFAP. Even that title is not fully

descriptive because the program also
includes pensioners and their families.

This EFAP has a mandate to assist
employees and pensioners and their immedi-
ate families, to find appropriate and timely
help with personal concerns. Those concerns
run the gamut of issues that are covered in

broad-brush programs, and include dealing
with locating suitable childcare or eldercare,
gambling addictions, debt problems, and
stress management, as well as psychological

y

~ Island, NY

problems and substance abuse.

Joint Accountability
And here is the surprise. EFAP is a joint

union/management program. Its policy direc-
tion is the responsibility of an eight-member
Senior Advisory Committee (SAC). Four of
the SAC members are nominated by the
unions and four by management. Some of the
members are the same persons who made up
the earlier, disastrous joint union/manage-
ment committee. However, they now have a

clear understanding bf their role, and while
meeting, deal only with EFAP issues, not

grievances from 1987, or positions taken at

some long-past negotiating session.

Specifically, the SAC will ̀ jointly super-
vise the content and administration of the
EFAP. [It] will receive recommendations and
approve appointments to positions of coordi-
nator and referral agent; and meet in a spirit
of mutual trust and joint cooperation in a
genuine effort to achieve the objective of the
program (which is) to assist employees who
may experience a personal problem that

affects their work perfmance:'

As evidence of the accountability of this

For
Women
Onl .Y

The Renfrew Center has built a

significant reputation working

exclusively with women to resolve

~~ ~~ complex mental health issues. Our

innovative programs and

treatment philosophy are built on

~~ ~~ a model of empowerment, respect

~' ~~ ~'~ : and collaboration. With our help,

women make positive, lasting

*~~ ' changes in their lives.

Residential, Day and Outpatient programs
for Anxiety, Depressive, Dissociative, Eating

and Substance Use Disorders.
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union/management committee, consider the
"hire &fire" criteria. We have 14 EFAP staff
in nine locations across Canada. Each person
was selected and appointed by the SAC, not
by the union and not by management. The
SAC set etch person's salary level, based on
a variety of factors that the SAC developed
and weighted. The benefit package was also
decided by the SAC. The SAC has made. it
known that they will remove EFAP staffers
from their positions if there is cause, such as
1 breach of confidentiality or ethics.
Furthermore, the. staff reporting relationship
is to the SAC, not to management and not to
the unions. The SAC approves program liter-
ature and champions publicity and awareness
campaigns. The program is funded by man-
agement but is administered independently
under SAC direction.

EFAP Neutrality
The hands-on work of EFAP is done pri-

marily by program referral agents located in
Vancouver, Revelstoke, Calgary, Moose Jaw,
Winnipeg, Thunder Bay, Sudbury, Toronto
and Montreal.
The program is seen and operates neither

O(,"1'OBER 1995

as a management nor a union exercise, but as
a people program. This emphasis, and the
fact that the referral offices are all located
off-site from railway property, reinforces the
neutrality of the program and increases indi-
viduals'confidence about its confidentiality.
The experience with EFAP and its Senior

Advisory Committee has reinforced the
lessons learned in the earlier review of the

substance abuse program. The SAC members
have shown flexibility in their approach to

differences, and while they don't necessarily

agree about everything, they are fully pre-

pared to explore, without resorting to postur-
ing or propaganda.

Is EFAP a success? I think so, but it is
early in the game. The value of the joint
responsibility is, however, evident from the

reactions to date. Certainly, the anecdotal
evidence is encouraging.

There have been many instances of work-
ers or supervisors showing an entrenched,
negative attitude to the EFAP because of the
reputation of the earlier program, but they
moderated their attitudes after having the
new EFA program explained to them.

Reaction has been positive in regular

information sessions with union and manage-
ment representatives. Concerns have been
expressed about confidentiality Ind the need

to know, and some reservations are evident.

We still hear comments such as "Well, let's

see how it works first," but overall accep-
tance is high.

Supervisor and union representatives par-
ticipate in joint training sessions on how to
do work performance interventions, how to
►•einforce the roles and zesponsibilities and to
recognize that they are not mutually exclu-
sive. Utilization appears to be good, and con-
sultations are on the increase. We do know
that substance abuse is not the most frequent
problem. What we encounter most often are
psychological problems, including stress at
all job levels.

A Viable EAP
So what does all this mean? There are real-

ly two messages. The first is an employee
assistance program is an integral part of an
overall health and safety program. EAP bene-
fits are manifest: increased wellness,
decreased accidents, reduced compensation
and insurance costs, improved product quality,

~ ~oJ~a `Ge~~ L7faoef
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The Breathalyzer 7410 is a hand-held breath alcohol
measuring instrument utilizing an electrochemical sen-
sor of high accuracy, specificity and stability. Designed
for industry, law enforcement, transportation agencies
and educational facilities, the Breathalyzer 7410 com-
plies with the U.S.Department of Trans-
portation Requirements for workplace

t ~~ testing, as well as evidential breath
testing. ~,

National Draeger, Inc.
Breathalyzer Division

" ~ ' • •' • • ' ' • - 185 Suttle Street, Suite 105
Durango, CO 81 301-791 1

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Phone: (970) 385-5555
Fax: (970) 385-5522
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Intoxir~eters
50 years experience in all aspects of

breath alcohol testing

The solution to all mandatory breath alcohol testing

requirements: the ALCO-SENSOR IV/RI31'IV

• Approved for Omnibus Testing
(Complete line o/Sc~eeners also available)

• Factory Certified BAT Training

• Technical & Operational Phone Support

1-800-451-8639
For complete information on all stationary and portable

Intoxlmeters breath alcohol [esters
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decreased absenteeism and many more.

The second message, which is peifiaps less readily appeu•enC, buC

neverCheless at le~ist equally important, is that EAPs deal with people.

7'he purpose of the program is to help resolve critical, personal and

individual concerns so as [o return the pe~;son to a "normal" state of

health and well-being. An EAP, therefore, should not he a "company"

program or a "wiion" program; it should he a people program. To be

effective, an EAP must ignore attitudes and concentrate on pinpoint-

ing the right help for the particular concern.

In building together, we hive increased the program's attractiveness

tremendously and achieved a strong, viable EAP. This is simply 1 nat-

ural res~ilt oP providing a service that is not perceived as incorporating

the bias of either management or union. We are perceived as neutral,

with no axes [o grind, no witches to hunt.

We have an EAP drat promotes health and safety objectives for the

be~retit of all stakeholders: workers, supervisors, family members,

union, management and the community.

Mike Yorstnn is senior director of the EFAR for the CP Rail System.

Tlie unions represented include The Cannclia~2 Council of Rail

Operating Uniovas, The Canadian Auto Workers Union, The

Brotherhood of Maintenance q~Way Employees, The Trmzsportation

Communications Uniaa, The /nternatioreal Brotherhood of Electrical

Workers, The Canacliun Rail Traffic Controllers and The Canadian

Pacific Police Association.

BEHAVIORAL HEALTHCARE SERVICES

VMC Behavioral Healthcaze Healthcare services is a leading national provider of employee assistance
programs and managed behavioral health care, serving clients of all sizes in business and industry. VMC
is known for its flexibility and ability to customize programs to meet the client's individual needs. VMC
helps resolve employee problems, serves as a management tool, and helps manage health care costs.

VMC presents a unique and challenging opportunity for master's degreed professionals with three years'
post-graduate experience and state licensure or certification.

Multiple office locations serving a large Federal government agency are available west of the Mississippi.
VMC Behavioral Healthcare Services offers competitive compensation and benefits and an excellent
opportunity for professional growth in a rapidly expanding organization.

Experience in mental health, substance abuse and diverse populations is required. Responsibilities will
include assessment, short-term treatment, consultation and training.

If you are interested in pursuing afull-time position with VMC or in becoming part of our provider
resource network, please fax or mail resumes to VMC Behavioral Healthcare Services, 100 S.
Greenleaf, Gurnee, IL 60031-3378, FAX: 708-249-2772. VMC is an equal opportunity employer.
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This is a drawing by an adolescent.

It s titled "Communication."

A young person with conduct disorder
often finds it difficult to function at
home. Sometimes a therapeutic milieu
is necessary. We help you manage
the youngster's healthcare with com-
prehensive evaluation and specific
treatment plans forall-inclusive,
competitive rates. You avoid revolving
door remedies; twenty-four years of
scientifically validated, published
research shows Saint Francis has the
highest documented success rate in

helping troubled youths and their fami-
]ies.Our JCAHOaccreditation and our
46 years of specialization with conduct
disorder assures quality care with sat-
isfaction. The Saint Francis Academy
is a national healthcare system of in-
patient, residential, step down, and
wilderness programs serving ages ten
through eighteen. Approved by most
insurance companies. Call toll-free
for more information,
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FRANCIS
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Atchison, Ellsworth, and Salina, Kansas
National Office:1-800-423-1342

Atchison,1-800-661-2963
Lake Placid, New York 1-800-822-4363



Testing Policy for
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How Alcohol and Drug Testing

Procedures Affect Contracts, Members

By William J. Judge, JD, LLM

The Alcohol and drug testing rules issued under the Omnibus
Transportation Employee Testing Act of 1991 are affecting

more workers. Many labor officials who. represent these work-

ers are, or soon will be, confronted by never before considered issues.

Among these issues are:

• the consequences of testing at or above 0.02;

• the consequences of a result that is 0.04 or greater;

• testing-related service requirements:

- equipment to be used

- qualifications of BAT

- qualifications of SAP

- qualifications of treatment providers

- return-to-duty issues

- the 2-year positive rule

- supervisory training

- reasonable-suspicion testing confirmation requirement; and

• educational needs of members.

Those issues specified by the law and implementing regulation

must be addressed. However, in many instances, the means by which

an employer complies with the mandate, and the consequences of a

violation are open to negotiation. If labor leaders fail to address an

issue, it may be assumed that bargaining was waived.

Policy Statement

The new regulations (49 CFR Part 382, §382.601) require employ-
ers to provide each worker with a copy of the policies and procedures
for implementing the rules. No "training" is required for workers, but
employers must provide each worker with the following 11 categories
of information:

(1) Identity of the person designated by the employer to answer
worker questions about the materials;

(2) The categories of workers subject to testing;
(3) Sufficient►nformation about the safety-sensitive functions per-

formed by those workers to make clear what period of the work day
the worker is required to be in compliance with these rules;
(4) Specific information concerning what conduct is prohibited;
(5) The circumstances under which a worker will be tested for alco-

hol and/or controlled substances;

(6) Procedures used to (a) conduct specimen analysis, (b) protect
the worker and-the integrity of the testing processes, (c) safeguard the
validity of the test results, and (d) ensure that those results are attrib-
uted to the correct worker;
(7)The requirement that 1 worker submit ro alcohol and controlled

substances tests administered in accordance with this part;
(8) An explanation of what constitutes a refusal to submit to an

alcohol or controlled substances test and the lttendant consequences;
(9) The consequences for workers found to have violated these

rules, including the requirement that the worker be removed immedi-
atelyfrom safety-sensitive functions,lnd the procedures for returning
to duty;

(10) The consequences for ww~keis found to have an alcohol con-

centration oi' 0.02 or greater but less than 0.04;

(1 ])Information concerning the effects of alcohol and controlled

substances use on an individual's health, work and personal life; signs

and symptoms of an alcohol or a controlled substances problem (the

worker's o ; a co-worker's); and available methods of intervening

when an alcohol or a controlled substances problem is suspected,

including confrontation, referral to any employee assistance program

and/ or referral to management.

Questions to Ask

Are all eleven categories in the employer-written policy?

Is it clear who will answer worker questions for the company?

• Is there a need to designate someone at each employer facility?

• Is there a telephone number for workers to call? (Some workers

may not feel comfortable asking questions in person.)

• Has the employer designated alternates?

Is it clear from the informatio~i given to workers who will be tes~-

ed, and when?

• Are categories of employees other than workers required to test?

Labor personnel have a right to negotiate the need to test positions

not covered by the regulations. They should know if there is a need to

test these other positions and when they will be tested (random should

be reserved for safety-sensitive positions).

Is °snfety-sensitive" clearly defined?

• For DOT purposes, safety-sensitive means those targeted work-

ers; for non-regulated positions, it must be clearly spelled out, prefer-

ably by listing those functions to be designated as safety-sensitive.

• 'I~pically, safety-sensitive functions are those which, if drugs or

alcohol are used, could result in a death, serious injuries requiring

medical attention away fiom the scene or significant property dam-

age, and performance of function is not "frequently" supervised.

Is it clear from the information given to workers what is pmhibited?
• Under the rules, a worker may not report or remain on duty with

04 or greater result (§382.204); possess alcohol (unless manifested

and. transported as part of shipment) (§382.205); use on duty

(§382.207); use within four hours of reporting for duty (§382.209);
use for either eight hours or until tested following accident
(§382.211); refuse to test (§382.21.3); report or continue to perform
after controlled substance use (except per MD inshuctions) or after
testing positive for drugs (except per MD) (§382.215).
• Employers may requi►•e employees to report therapeutic drug use

(§382.213(c); 59 Fed.Reg. @7507). You should ask who will decide
when such use is OK. Employers should not make decisions without
the input of a medical professional, i.e., an MRO. Such reporting

should be limited to safety-sensitive workers. (Requiring nonsafety

employees to disclose such use may violate the ADA.

Hns it bee~i made clear when testing will occur?

• The rules prohibit testing on a random, reasonable suspicion and

follow-up basis except ̀just before, during and just after" the perfor-

mance of asafety-sensitive task. (59 Fed.Reg. 7324, 7497).

Is there a need for• emergency call-ins; if so has n c%eck-off s>>stem
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~ructure, It's an important element

in teaching and accepting responsibility.

It's part of a successful Iife.That's why

structure is a key

component that has

made Provo Canyon

School successful

for twenty-five

years.

Our patients

are nurtured in a

interventiq.ns that may include individual,

group, family, and recreational therapy.

This is just part of each patient's Master

Treatment Plan, a

comprehensive

intervention designed

structured

therapeutic environment. Individual

behavioral goals provide a solid

foundation for appropriate therapeutic

and managed by

therapists, physicians,

counselors, and

educators. It's

effective and it's

efficient.

Call now to receive a sample Master

Treatment Plan. Learn how monumental

growth comes from a little structure.

~ PROVO CANYON SCHOOL
AN ADOLESCENT RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER

l-800-848-9819

4501 North University Avenue • P.O. Box 1441 •Provo, Utah 84603
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THE MAGIC OF CHANCE
In The Workplace

Motivating With Magic
EMBRACING CHANGE AS CHALLENGE
Corporations face special challenges in
assisting their employees through all
aspects of change:

:• Substance Abuse :• Emotional
:• Downsizing Problems
B~ Family Problems •A Conflict Resolution
•S Health Maintenance :• Lack of Motivation

Lectures and printed material may not be the
most effective way to get employees to listen,
learn and change their lives for the better.
EAPs are in a special position to see and react
to workplace change.

REALIZING SPECIFIC GOALS
Motivating with Magic:

:• Raises awareness of potential or existing
problems

•: Addresses denial and enabling —the "Mind
Cames" that people play to support bad
habits

:• Makes people aware of programs available
for them and encourages them to use these
resources

•8 Cets employees to listen and learn and
teach each other

•S Presents messages in a nonintimidating,
entertaining and educational format

•8 Trains the trainers, who will present infor-
mation to employees on an on-going basis

Past clients &uses:
:• Kimberly-Clark — EAP workshops
d• UAW-Ford-Keynote for employee service

programs
:• Keebler —Human Resource Awareness
•: U.S. Postal Service —part of in-service for

supervisor training

Hands-on participation with specially
prepared "magic effects" which
reinforce the learning process

Programs can be conducted:

During the lunch hour
:• In a half-day or full-day session
d• At dinner meetings
ti• During weekend meetings or events

Current information on in-person presenta-
tion by John Fabjance, on routing, aoailabili-
tyand pricing in your area.

Motivating With Magic

Magic Management
P.O. Box 8457

Rolling Meadows, IL 60008

(800) 273-4375
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TESTING POLICY

been negotiated?
• A check-off system, the use of which is

strongly suggested by DOT and widely used
in the pipeline industry, allows an employee
to respond without consequences to a call to
duty [hat she or he is unable to report.
Usually such a response is limited to one to
three times in any 12-month period. If that
limit is exceeded then the individual will be
subject to discipline.

Is a procedure in place, and is it clear
what steps to take if posittve'(0.02 or above)
for alcohol?
• The BAT will contact the employer rep-

resentative.
• Individuals who test positive cannot drive.

This opens up other questions: what if they
arrived in personal vehicles? What happens if
they drove company vehicles to.the facility? Is
it clear what will happen if employees refuse to
surrender the vehicle keys? (e.g., police will be
called, termination).

Notice to Labor Leaders
Under 49 CFR Part 382, §382.601(a)(2),

employers are required to provide employee
representatives with notice of the procedures
and other information to be distributed to
employees. Remember, fhat notice is fine,
but approval of procedures is better. To pro-
tect your members, the employer procedures
should contain a provision that allows mem-
bers to contact their representative when
asked to take a drug or alcohol test based
upon suspicion or if they test positive.
Drug test collections/cut-off levels
• Effective August 15, 1994, all specimen

collections must be by the split-collection
method.
• If a split is required but not performed,

the test must be canceled.
• DOT has adopted the NIDA recotnmen-

dation that the marijuana initial cut-off level
be lowered to 50 ng/ml. The confirmation
cut-off remains at 15 ng/ml.

Consequences of a Violation

Some key points or goals to keep in mind
about rule violations include the following::
(1) When a worker has an alcohol result

at, or in excess of, 0.04, at least the first pos-
itive (or the second or third). should not
result in discipline; at 0.04 or greater, a
worker must be referred to a substance abuse
professional (SAP), agree to follow the SAP
recommendations and have a negative test
result (perhaps for both drugs and alcohol
per the SAP recommendation). Unless the
SAP states otherwise, there is no reason that

the worker couldn't return to work after the
assessment is concluded; there need not be a
completion of the entire treatment program
that was recommended.
(2) When a worker consumes alcohol

within four hours of reporting to duty, if a
worker is on-call there should be a check-off
system, whereby a worker could, without
penalty, indicate that she or he could not
work. This system is typically limited to
between one and three "check-offs" per 12-
month period.
(3) To deal with worker possession of

alcohol or controlled substances, employers
occasionally attempt to prohibit packaged
liquor in cars on their parking lots. A com-
promise could be allowing unopened pack-
aged alcohol provided it is in the car trunk.
(4) To establish refusal to submit to a

request to test, refusal may be defined to
include failure to cooperate in the test
process, including executing all necessary
documents. Refusal also may be established
if a worker is unable to provide sufficient
urine or breath to test. In that case, the
employer must have the worker examined by
a physician.'If there is no medical explana-
tion for the inability to provide the specimen,
she or he is declared to have refused to test.

Labor personnel should know who selects
the physician, what experience the MDs
have in making such determinations and
who pays for the examination. In many
states, employers must -pay for all work-
related medical examinations.

Other significant violations include fail-
ure to remain available for testing after an
accident; consuming alcohol within eight
hours after an accident or until tested; use of
alcohol or drugs while on duty and continu-
ing to perform a safety function after testing
positive for drugs or alcohol.

Test Events
Alcohol tests for pre-employment are no

longer required by DOT. If an employer still
chooses to test, remember that tests are med-
ical examinations under the ADA and can-
not, therefore, be conducted until the condi-
tional offer of employment has been made.
Drug tests, on the other hand, are not med-
ical examinations and are not limited by
ADA; they may be conducted at any time.

It may be less costly and less intrusive to
"pool" members who work for contractors
in any geographic area. Under DOT rules, a
pre-employment alcohol or drug- test need
not take place if the employer obtains assur-
ances that the applicant has -continued to

EMPLOYEEASSISTANCE



~owth Improvement Success

It's the new standard

in healthcare today. But getting

there requires

measuring

results along the

way. Results

measurement is

a I<ey component

that has made

Provo Canyon

School

measure.. our own work. This

increases treatment success and

guarantees the highest value for

your healthcare

dollar. It's

effective and it's

efficient.

successful for twenty-five years.

Through our clinical outcome

monitoring system, we constantly

Call now to

receive a copy of

our recent

"Parent and

Patient

Satisfaction Outcome Studies."

We think you'll be impressed at

how well we measure up.

~ PROVO CANYON SCHOOL
AN ADOLESCENT RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER

-800-848-9819

4501 North University Avenue • P.O. Box 1441 •Provo, Utah 84603
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My Clients Recover

at Hazelden and Come
Back to Tell Me About It.

We've learned a lot in the
past 46 years about helping

chemically dependent people
rebuild their lives. You help
one person at a time, through

an intensive blend of
educational and therapeutic
programs designed to treat
their physical, emotional
and spiritual needs.

That's the kind of pioneering
leadership professionals
expect and why so many
referents choose Hazelden.

• Comprehensive case
management

• Individualized treatment
planning

• Separate men's and
women's programs

• Experience in addressing
complicated issues

• Expertise in treating
multiple issue clients

• Non-confrontational
family program

• Continuing care and
renewal programs

HAZELDEN~
To put Hazelden's pioneering

leadership to work for you, call us at

1-800-257-7800
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TESTING POLICY

participate in aDOT-approved program, or
for alcohol, the applicant has been tested
under these rules within the past 6 months
and the potential employer receives assur-
ance from known past employers that there
is no record of a violation within the past six
months.
The exception to the controlled substance

pre-employment testing continues as before.
Absent of independent legal authority (a
union's agreement), 0.02-.039 is not a viola-
tion. It will be important (assuming you can
speak for applicants) to insure that anyone
with a result at .02 - .039 is employed.
Keep in mind that it may be appropriate to

allow some concessions such as a negative
test within 24 hours at the applicant's
expense and two unannounced follow-up
tests within the first six months. Also,
remember employers must obtain the past
two years'records of violations (positives or
refusals) from all known employers.
Employer policies are likely to provide

immediate termination for anyone who fails
to disclose all past employers. If a past vio-
lation exists, unions can best serve members
by negotiating a provision that requires
employers to hire applicants provided they
have been assessed by a SAP and success-
fully complied with, or are in the process of

complying with, any recommendations.
There is no regulatory or known state law

that would preclude a member with a past
history from being hired. It may also be
argued that an employer's refusal to hire a

member with a past history violates the

member's protections under the Americans

with Disabilities Act.

Employers who are willing to hire some-

one with a past violation may require condi-

tions such as follow-up tests and recognition

that any additional violation will be grounds

for termination. Remember, you are not

breaching any confidences related to a mem-

ber's past—positive or refusal—since, by

law, employers are mandated to obtain the

information from known employers.

Reasonable-Suspicion Testing

Reasonable-suspicion tests must be based

on specific, contemporaneous, articulable

observations concerning the appearance,

behavior, speech or body odors of the work-

er. Asthis aspect of the DOT regulations was

covered in detail in "The DOT Perspective"

by Donna R. Smith in the AugusbSeptember

issue of EmployeeAssistance, Iwill discuss

only a few points.

A test should not be based solely on a

series of absences or tardiness. Those facts

~.1. V ~l maybe
eligible f or certi f ication

as an addictions specialist
The American Academy of Health Care
Providers in the Addictive Disorders'
Board of Trustees, International Advisory Board,
Certification Committee, National Examination

Committee and Ethics Committee:
• determines standards of training and clinical experience

• awards certificate and CAS credential with
specialties in alcoholism, other drugs, food and

sex addiction, and compulsive gambling
• publishes International Register of Health Care
Providers in the Addictive Disorders including

treatment providers from all disciplines.
~.cAN Acgo For applications and information contact
~ ~~~ The American Academy

260 Beacon Street, Somerville MA 02143
~ 9~ 8 ~~_~ ~ 617 661 6248
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hey may talk alike, dress alike and act

alike, but no two adolescents are the

same. They each have different needs.

This is why

individualized // i ~

/ ~treatment is one

~~ `.~J~
I<ey component that

has made Provo ~ /1 ,~.~
Canyon School

successful for ~ ~ 1I' ~
twenty-five years.

We draw from /

our broad continuum of care to meet

the unique therapeutic needs of each

adolescent. Length of stay is flexible.

Short-term adjustment and task-

oriented psychotherapy are priorities.

Individualized treatment from our

continuum of care

~1 recognizes each
~~

` patient's unique

~-
/ ` needs. It's all part of

J our individualizedr~~~r ~ ~ ~ and flexible care. It's

~ i ~ effective and it's

efficient.

Call now for

a free copy of our "Continuum of Care:'

We'll show you how our greatest

success comes individually.

~~~~ ~
~\ \

-_ --

~ PROVO CANYON SCHOOL
AN ADOLESCENT RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER

1-800-848-9819

4501 North University Avenue • P.O. Box 1441 •Provo, Utah 84603
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TESTING POLICY

can serve as corroboration of current articu-
lableobservations, but alone are not enough.
Observations may include indications of the
chronic and withdrawal effects of controlled
substances. The person who makes the

determination that reasonable suspicion

exists shall not conduct the alcohol test. The
test must be conducted within eight hours of
decision; if not done so, decision file must
note reason for delay or not doing test.

If signs are present but no 'test is per-

formed, workers cannot be disciplined under

DOT authority; but they can be disciplined if

an independent legal authority exists. One

bargaining point for labor leaders to consid-

er is the need to negotiate a "no discipline"

rule under any conditions where there is no
test result. Also, although DOT rules permit

reasonable-suspicion tests based on a single

supervisor's determination, it is strongly

suggested that no reasonable-suspicion test
be permitted unless the supervisor's basis for

testing has been confirmed by another level

of supervision. Supervisors should provide

written documentation of the basis of their

decision within 24 hours or before the

results of a test are released. (the alcohol

result will be reported to the company when

known). Procedures that allow workers to

release that information to the appropriate
labor representative should be in place.

Post-Accident Testing
There are only two categories of required.

post-accident tests: a death occurs; citation

for a moving violation is issued to the
employee and either someone involved in

the accident required medical attention

away from the scene of the accident or any
vehicle involved in the accident was, or is
likely to be, towed.
Among points to remember:
• A test must be conducted as soon after

the accident as possible.
• Alcohol tests must be conducted within

eight hours; for drugs within 32 hours..
• Workers are required by law to make

themselves available for testing after an
accident; if they do not, it is considered

refusal to test.
• If a test cannot be conducted, employers

are authorized by the FHWA rules to seek,

and if obtained, rely on any test performed
by law enforcement even if the procedures

I?mplo}~ee assistance providers are discovering what law
enforcement officers have long know~i about tl~e ALL'itI'
J4X i~reath alcohol tester.
Wl~ethec at the office or
in the field, the A.I.F:RT' is ~
accurate, dependable and
easy to use. Simply push
a button, and your client's
breath test results are
displayed instantly. ~~~
The ALERT' can also
retest immediately.

Made bq a leading
~~

manufacturer of
law enforcement
breath alcohol
testers for more
than 18 years.

ALCOHOL
COUNTERMEASURE
SYSTEMS
3538 Peoria Street
Suite S06
Aurora, CO 80010

3033665699 ~ ~j~ ~ .
4.~~ ,.~>,:

Cull fora free `"~ ---
ifielliegucsswo~FOi~laline~reai~ai~oholieslin~~.

30-day trial. 0 ~ , ,
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and equipment used do not meet Department
of Health and Human Services' guidelines
(59 Fed.Reg. 7497).

The bargaining point here is that as a
practical matter, it is extremely difficult to
obtain such results. It may be appropriate to
propose that no law enforcement results can
be used unless they meet DHHS guidelines.
On the other hand, law enforcement results
may prove easier to challenge. Labor per-
sonnel should be aware that to take advan-
tage of workers' compensation rulings,
employers will try to include definitions that
exceed the DOT requirement.

Random Testing
The random rate for alcohol is 25 percent

of the total pool; for drugs, the rate remains
at 50 percent.
Once members have been notified that

their numbers have "come up," they have
two hours in which to present themselves at
the test site (not two hours in which to com-
plete the test). The two-hour clock begins to
run when the member (not the employer) is
told of the test.
Random tests can only be conducted just

Psychotropic Drugs: Fast Facts

70181-6

SECOND EDITION

Jerrold S. Maxmen
and Nicholas G.Ward
This handy reference
gives physicians the facts
they need on nine catego-
ries of medications,
detailing drugs available,
their forms and recom-
mended doses, symptom
indications, side effects,
and much, much more.

(10/95) 448 pages ($35.00) Special $31.50

Psychotherapy
~f Accountability
Lynn D. Johnson

This book presents a
model of psychotherapy
that encourages a common
vocabulary among thera-
pists and shows how this
model works with the
toughest cases seen in
managed care: traumatized
patients, substance
abusers, and adolescents.

70209-X (10/95) 272 pages ($29.00) Special 526.10
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before, during and just after performing a

safety-sensitive function (driving or prepar-

ing to drive). Employers cannot delay no[i-

fying workers to move a load or do business.

It may be appropriate for a casual or season-

al worker to remain subject to random test-

ing, and submit to testing even if not "on

duty."

Return to Duty

Before returning to duty, any employee

who violates random testing rules:

• must be removed from a safety sensitive

function;

• must be refereed to a Substance Abuse

Professional (SAP);

• must test negative (below 0.02 alcohol

and/or negative drug test);

• must be evaluated by a SAP to deter-

mine if the individual properly followed any

recommended rehabilitation;

• must agree [o a minimum of six follow-

up tests within the first 12 months after

returning to duty.

Costs should be covered by existing

healthcare benefits plans or shared between

the worker and the employer. The DOT does

not dictate how costs are covered. Typically,

the costs are borne by the employee.

Aggressive management of the costs, start-

ing with selecting qualified providers, is key

to successful care for members.

Follow-Up Testing

The SAP is to determine the number and

timing of follow-up tests. Any tests per=

formed as part of the therapeutic process

should not be reported to the employer

unless the medical provider has concluded

that the positive test constitutes a failure of

the plan of recovery.

Labor personnel should keep in mind that

next to effective negotiation and program

development, the most important role a labor

leader can play is that of educator. Your

members look to you for guidance on these

new rules and decisions to make. Help your

members avoid disciplinary problems. Make

them aware of the new rules and the conse-

quences of a violation.

At a minimum you should:

• tell members what conduct is prohibited;

• advise members against using over-the-

counter medicines that contain alcohol;

• warn members to discuss prescriptions

they are given by their doctors and use non-

alcohol alternatives if they are available;

• remind members that help is available

for drug or alcohol problems;

O(: I'OII F, R 1995

• provide written steps to take following

an accident and if confronted with a request

to test based on reasonable suspicion;

• make it clear that a refusal co test is a

basis for discipline;

• make it clear that a positive test could

result in a denial of workers compensation

or unemployment; and

• make it clear that a positive test will be

discovered when applying for a job up to 2

years after the positive.

Additionally, you might consider holding

informal question-and-answer sessions with

medical and legal professionals. Hand out

written information [hat details the prohibi-

tions and lists over-the-counter and pre-

scribed medicines that contain alcohol.

William J. Judge, JD, LLM, is president of

Workplace /nfolink Inc., in Madison

Wisconsin.

EAP Legal Needs By Type of Problem
Family

35 
34%

30 
Debt/

25 Financial
20 18% Housing

15% Criminal/
1g Juvenile ~~,~,SUits
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The Best EAP's
Also Offer Legal Counseling
EAP's know that almost every behavioral health problem can trigger the

need for legal counseling.

On average, 22% of all EAP clients require legal information, advice or referral. The
tlu~at of divorce, wage garnishments, dnuilc driving charges, bankniptcy, violence,
~uipaid child support — these are the daily caseload of both EAP's and lawyers.

We provide attorneys who counsel employees over the telephone or in person.
Oiv services are carefiilly struchued to support yoiu~ coiuiselors:

• We use experienced attorneys who are carefully credentialed, monitored
and insured. We use proprietary Matchmaker'"' software to link your
clients with the right lawyers

• Attorneys who provide telephone counseling are not permitted to self-refer

• We shield you and your sponsoring employers from liabllity

• Lawyer-client communications are strictly confidential

• We provide 24-hour services in an emergency

After years of experience and. thousands of calls, we know our business. We
can help.

I~1`~1P~i'+.'NE~
Advisory Communications Systems, Ine.~"'

4501 Forbes Boulevard • Lanham, MD 20706

1-800-535-1182
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EA's Rode in Return-to-Work

Modern employee assistance pro-
grams are familiar with the role of
gatekeeper to the mental health

system. In the benefits design of many
employers, the EAP either authorizes the
level of care or works collaboratively with a
managed mental healthcare vendor to autho-
rize care. But what happens after that? Some
EAPs transfer responsibility for the care to a
"clinical case manager" who reviews the
treatment plan and consults with the provider
to authorize appropriate continuing care;
some EAPs perform► the role of "case man-
ager" themselves.
Does this case management replace tradi-

tional EAP follow-up? How does a hospital-
ized employee return to work? How does the
employee who continues treatment while at
work integrate personal issues with the work-
place? What is tt►e appropriate role of the EA
professionals?

Definition of EAP Follow-Up
The EAPA Standards for Employee

Assistance Programs state: "The EAP shall
review and monitor the progress of referrals.
Addirional follow-up services are provided to
EAP clients, supervisors, union representa-
tives and treatment providers:' The standards
also list a series of "Essential Components"
of EAP follow-up. The first three are:

1) Maintain regular contact with tt►e client
and the treatment provider during the treat-
ment period to assure that the goals and
objectives of the treatment plan are being met.
2) Follow-up with a referring supervisor

several times during case management.
3) Conduct a back-to-work conference

with each treated employee and his or her
treatment professionals and assume responsi-
bility for coordinating the plan for reintegra-
tion of the employee into the workplace:'
The standards are sufficiently general to

allow for putting them in operation in a vari-
ety of ways to suit the needs of different
employers. We may specify the frequency,
duration and content of the follow-up as well
as who will do the contact and whether it will
be in person or by telephone.

When ?
My preference would be that every EAP

client who is referred for ongoing care, even
for a relatively minor problem, be contacted
by the EAP to determine if the client is satis-
fied and if the planned treatment of interven-
tion is working. Some EAPs rely heavily on
their treatment providers to contact them if
any issues arise. However, because many
EAP referrals are not made to services cov-
ered by the health benefit plan, but also may
include self-help groups, community agen-
cies and employer resources such as human
resources functions, the EAP cannot rely sim-
ply on the referral resource. In addition, the
direct contact between the EAP and the client
allows the client to identify further needs and
the EAP to offer recommendations.

By Whom ?
Ideally, this initial follow-up telephone

contact should be conducted by the EA pro-
fessional who conducted the assessment and
knows how to interpret the client's comments.
Some EAPs use clerical staff for this initial
follow-up call. Typically, they ask the client a
standard set of questions and file the respons-
es. While this method clearly may be useful
for statistical purposes, and may allow for
general screening of further needs, I don't
believe it can accomplish the clinical goals of
the initial EAP follow-up contact unless the
EA professional makes the first call.

How Long ?
.Employers set individual standards for

duration of follow-up. For example, employ-
ers frequently require longer and more
intense follow-up for anyone requiring hospi-
talization. Chemical dependency follow-up
standards range from one to five years, often
depending on whether or not the client is an
employee or dependent, and if an employee,
whether or not the job is safety-sensitive.
Psychiatric follow-up is increasingly being
specified at a minimum of one year. Other
factors in determining length of follow-up are
whether or not the referral was a formal

I3y Brenda I2. I31air,1VII3A,CEAP

supervisory referral or was governed by areg-
ulatory requirement.

How Often ?
When the follow-up is for a longer time

period, such as a year, the frequency in the
beginning can be as often as weekly. A typi-
cal CD follow-up may be once a week for
three months, every two weeks for three
months and monthly for six months. Some
EAPs alter the schedule based on the clients
situation; others try to maintain a schedule for
consistency.

By Telephone or in Person?
There is great variation here. Some EAPs

conduct follow-up only by telephone, others
use a mix of phone and meetings; others insist
on in-person contact. I believe effectiveness
depends on severity of the problem. To me, a
"telephone only" follow-up for a cocune user
in a highly safety-sensitive position is inade-
quate. If the person conducting the follow-up
is not specifically trained in chemical depen-
dencerecovery issues, the effectiveness of the
follow-up is questionable; sb both the
employer and EA professional need to
address this issue and the issue of cost when
considering telephone versus in-person fol-
low-up.

Extended Follow-Up
In extended follow-up, external EAPs

often transfer this function to specialists who
may be located in a central facility. Affiliates
seldom are authorized, and less seldom paid,
to become involved in follow-up activities.
While this system is cost-effective, I chal-
lenge external vendors to consider options for
involving ~liates when local, face-to-face
follow-up might be helpful.

The EAPA standard suggests that both the
client and provider, at minimum, be included
in follow-up efforts. The involvement with
the client is extremely important to supple-
ment the information gathered from the
provider. In situations where the EAP works
closely with a managed care organization or
functions as part of an integrated EAP/MC
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service, the EAP is in a unique position to
contribute data to the treatment planning
process. Because the EAP, with all the appro-
priate releases of information signed, has
access to family members, supervisors, HR
professionals, union officials, company med-
ical staff and others, a clearer picture of the
client's progress may develop.

Coordination
The content of EAP follow-up is some-

times puzzling to non-EA professionals. The
active coordination of information and situa-
tions may be seen by some traditional thera-
pists as "interfering with the therapeutic rela-
tionship." However, EAP follow-up in no way
replicates what is going on in treatment. The
EA professional's job is to reinforce the suc-
cess of tt►e treatment process by translating in
appropriately confidential ways what is hap-
pening in treatment to those who have a vest-
ed interest in the treatment outcome. The EA
professional also monitors quality of services
given to the client, encourages the client to
follow recommendations, assures that the
client's needs are met and helps to remove
obstacles to success. For example, the EAP
can assist in designing reasonable accommo-
dation that may be required to facilitate the
client's complete recovery and return to good
performance at work. The EA professional
must know what is happening in any extend-
ed treatment process, but should always
maintain the role of neutral problem-solver.

Back-to-Work Conferences
Fewer back-to-work conferences are con-

ducted today because of greater use of partial
hospitalization or intensive outpatient pro-
grams have made it possible for more people
to remain at the worksite while receiving
treatment. However, when employees do
leave the worksite, a back-to-work confer-
ence should always be considered.
The EAP should play an active role in the

conference and should not simply delegate
this function to the treatment center. First, the
EAP can determine whether a conference is
appropriate. For self-referral cases with no
job performance problems, aback-to-work
meeting may or may not be helpful, depend-
ing on a variety of circumstances such as the
wishes of the client, the perceived reactions
of the supervisor, the general tenor of the
work group, pressures at work, such as down-
sizing, that may make the client feel vulnera-
ble. If the EAP working with the client and
treatment center believe aback-to-work con-
ference would be helpful, the EAP can help
determine who should attend and the meet-
ing's content. While the back-to-work confer-
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ence is traditionally an in-person meeting,
some EAPs report success with a carefully
structured meeting in which some members
participate by telephone.

Reintergration into the Workplace
Whether EAP clients leave work or not, the

impact of personal issues on job performance
is important. A number of EAPs have devel-
oped practical ways to aid employees at this
stage. Here are a few of their suggestions:
• Designate a "buddy" to help the person

who comes back to work after an extended
illness to get up to speed on changed process-
es, rules or expectations.
• Use groups to address ongoing issues.

For example, an EAP may facilitate a lunch-
time group for people dealing with eldercare
issues. The EA professional does not always
have to be there, but can get the group started
and appear occasionally.
• Confidentially assist newly recovering

people in contacting other recovering people
in the work group. For example, Alcoholtcs
Anonymous volunteers have been conducting
"'Itvelve-Step" work informally at their
places of employment for years. Some EAPs
have recruited AA volunteers to assist newly
recovering people in connecting with this
informal network.
•Ask the client to pick a co-worker/friend

who will help with medication management.
The co-worker's role is simply to ask the
client if he or she has taken medication today
and, with all confidentiality releases signed,
to communicate to the EAP if medication is
missed or signs of unusual behavior occur.
Any of these "special" systems require

care to avoid legal complications or percep-
tion of intrusive action on the part of the EAP,
but creative follow-up ideas can help a per-
son's rapid reintegration into the workplace.
EAPs today are doing a much better job of

initial response than follow-up. We have con-
centrated on developing systems that will
encourage people to contact the EAP (pro-
gram-promotion activities) and will make
them feel welcome once they do (rapid tele-
phone response, linking callers ro affiliates or
staff for appointments, facilitating a referral
to treatment if indicated, assisting with any
insurance difficulties). To use the "gatekeep-
er" analogy, we do a fairly good job of greet-
ing people at the front door, but then they
have to let themselves out the back door. Let's
take another look at follow-up as an effective
means to reduce the likelihood of repeat prob-
lems.

Brenda R. Blair, MBA, CEAP, is president

of Blair Associates in Bryan, Texas.
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espite controversy regarding diagnosis and progno-
sis, the rates for combined, true and transient sub-
stance-induced comorbidity of addictive and psy-

chiatric disorders are indisputably high. Typically, the treat-
ment of psychiatric disorders occurs apart from the treat-
ment of addictive disorders. Only recently attempts have
been made to integrate the treatment of both disorders in the
same patient and in the same setting. However, significant
ideological-and practical- differences between the "psychi-
atric" and "addictive" approaches require considerable
understanding before total treatment of the comorbid patient
can occur.

Diagnosis
Once the respective independence of addictive and other

psychiatric disorders is accepted, the diagnosis can be made.
The criteria for DSM-IV substance-related disorders require
that three or more of seven criteria be used to establish the
diagnosis of a substance dependence. Addictive use of alco-
hol and drugs can be identified in virtually any setting and
in any individual using these criteria if exclusionary criteria
for substance-induced syndromes are applied.

Because alcohol and drugs can induce a variety of psy-
chiatric symptoms and syndromes, it is important to consid-
er their role in any psychiatric patient. Depressants can
induce depression during intoxication and anxiety during
withdrawal. Stimulants can produce anxiety and euphoria
during intoxication, and depression and lethargy during
withdrawal.

During intoxication and withdrawal, both depressants and
stimulants can produce hallucinations and delusions and
other disturbances in thought and personality, particularly
with prolonged use. These psychiatric symptoms are pre-
dictable responses of the brain that can be correlated with
drug-induced changes irr the neurotransmitters.
The exclusionary criteria require that the disturbance not

be due to the effects of a substance (e.g., drugs, alcohol,
medications). Many psychiatric disorders require consider-
ation of an "organic factor" before their diagnosis can be
made. There are also categories with general exclusions for
any Axis I[ disorder.
Once the behaviors of alcohol and ding addiction are

identified and the pharmacological effects are considered,
then the abstinent state often is required to confirm the diag-
nosis. However, it is sometimes necessary to decide pre-
sumptively if un additional psychiatric disorder is present
before abstinence is achieved. A useful caveat to guide the
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clinician in establishing a "dual diagnosis" is: The greater
the number of psychiatric admissions in 'the past, the more
likely there is another psychiatric disorder in addition to an
addictive disorder.

Importantly, with mood and anxiety disorders, abstinence
is almost always required before an independent affective
disorder or anxiety disorder can be definitively made.
The recommended length of abstinence is variable,

according to drug types and individual variances. However,
with alcohol, a period of abstinence of two weeks is often
sufficient for the majority of the individuals to recover from
the pharmacologic effects of depression and anxiety during
intoxication and withdrawal. The same time period, or per-
haps shorter, is required for stimulants. The time period for
abstinence from sedative/hypnotics or benzodiazepines may
be extended to several weeks or months because of a pro-
tracted intoxication and withdrawal from these agents.
Opiates are shorter acting, and do not tend to produce last-
ing psychiatric symptoms beyond days or weeks, except
methadone which is longer acting.

It is important to note that in the abstinent state, alco-
holics and drug addicts may still experience degrees of anx-
iety and depression that relate to their addictive disorder.
Clinically, it is known that anxiety and depression can actu-
ally be therapeutic and signal the need for change in the
addicted patient. The addict can institute important changes
in behavior, attitude and feelings to promote an enduring
recovery in response to anxiety and depression. The amelio-
ration of these symptoms with external agents, such as med-
ications, actually may blunt the motivation to change. The
"dry drunk" syndrome is an example of an alcoholic who is
abstinent but is no longer in recovery. Because of an inade-
quately treated addictive state, the addict begins to experi-
ence dysthymia, feelings of discouragement, helplessness,
irritability, anger, sleep disturbances and appetite distur-
bances. These symptoms typically do not respond to lntide-
pressants or psychotherapy. The symptoms, however, do
respond to specific addiction treatment with a focus on
addiction, and behaviors and actions that promote recovery
from addiction.

1t~eatment
Generally, in clinical psychiatry, the motivation to diag-

nose adisorder is enhanced if effective treatment is avai]-
able. Studies have documented that effective treatment for
addictive disorders with or without psychiatric comorbidity
can be found, and providers are encouraged to become
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familiar with the methods of addictions
treatment and their outcome studies. Two
prominent methods are cognitive. and behav-
ioral, and require abstinence as a goal.
The abstinence-based model of treatment,

the most commonly used, is a Twelve-Step
form of treatment that was derived from the
movement of Alcoholics Anonymous.

Central to abstinence-based treatment is
the acceptance of alcoholism and drug
addiction as diseases that are independent in
their own right. Typically, cognitive/behav-
ioral techniques are administered in groups,
but also in individual sessions, to promote
recovery from addiction. The emphasis is
first on modifying behavior, and then on
modifying associated thinking to support
and sustain the change in behavior. The
combination of changes in behavior and
thinking are then followed by changes in
feeling. Fundamental changes in feeling
states, with improvement of mood; are the
ultimate objectives to sustain recovery. This
approach is in contrast to the psychoanalytic
approach that attempts to change feelings
first with subsequent change in thinking and
then behavior. The suggestion for recovery
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from addiction is -for persons to "act their
way into right thinking and feeling" and to
not "think or feel their way into right
action."
The abstinence-based method of treat-

ment has been shown to be effective in treat-
ment-outcome controlled studies and evalu-
ation studies. The transition from inpatient
to structured outpatient to less structured
outpatient and eventually maintenance
weekly group therapy is available at one site
or a combination of sites. A patient can enter
at any stage according to ability to use the
therapy to promote long-term recovery. The
factors that tend to determine where a
patient enters aze: (1) ability to abstain; (2)
social supports; (3) associated medical and
psychiatric comorbidities; and (4) motiva-
tion and commitment to recovery and absti-
nence.

Studies indicate that successful treatment
outcomes are strongly correlated with the
duration of continuing care. The longer the
addict, with or without another psychiatric
comorbidity, participates in a treatment pro-
gram, the greater the probability of main-
taining abstinence and other improved mea-

~ ECOVE RY FOR
WOME N
BEGINS AT

• D.U.I. Assessment SeNice •Family Program •Deferred Prosecution
•Aftercare ~ State licensed •Covered by Most Insurance

RESIDENCE XII's CERTIFIED COUNSELORS HAVE BEEN TREATING WOMEN
FOR CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SINCE 1981

14506 Juanita Drive Northeast - Bothell, Washington 9801 1 - (206) 823-8844

16255 Sylvester Road Southwest - Seattle, Washington 98166 - (206) 431-5327
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sures of treatment outcome. Addictions
treatment programs find improved outcomes
with continued participation in treatment
services. In large scale evaluation studies of
8,000 patients, continuous abstinence for
one year was obtained for 88 percent of
those who attended 12 months of continuing
care (8 percent attended) following inpatient
addictions treatment.

The Serial Model
In the serial model, a person with another

psychiatric illness may be stabilized on one
site and then discharged onto another site for
treatment of the addictive disorder.
Treatment in this case occurs by separate
staff at separate sites, and the patient
receives a dichotomous and sometimes con-
flicting treatment experience. A major disad-
vantage is that chronically mentally ill
patients do not respond well in the con-
frontative and active groups used in the
addiction treatment settings.

The Parallel Model
The parallel model of treatment is a recent

advancement where the treatment may occur

AN EXTENDED CARE
TREATMENT PROGRAM for
chemically dependent adult
women specializing in the
treatment of women since 1983.

the G~bies

Alcoholism and Drug Addictions with:
■Eating Disorders Support Group
■ Dual Diagnoses
■ Abuse Issues
■ Relationship Conflicts
■ Living skills

Offering structured daily programming
treatment provided by professional
clinical staff. UNllziag We 12 step
philosophy usd other support services.

Loxg Terns tbree to sir morrtb Program
for cbem(cnlly dependent aduU women.

1-800-GABLES-0
604 Fifth Street S.W.

Rochester, Minnesota 55902
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in the primary milieu, such as in a psychi-
atric program, but the patient is given addi-

tional or adjunctive therapy for their addic-

tion at another site. The addiction treatment

is administered by a separate staff, and the
patient does not receive a combined staff
experience. This model has also been insti-
tuted in addiction treatment settings, when
the patient receives addiction treatment in

one milieu and is provided psychiatric treat-

ment in another milieu. Drawbacks to this

model are similar to the serial model in that

the patient is often given conflicting mes-

sages by separate staff who use different
treatment approaches. The patient may be
given a psychiatric explanation for their
alcohoUdrug use by staff at one site, and an
addictive explanation for their psychiatric

symptoms by staff at another site.

The Integrated Model

The integrated model is the more recent
model and is the one that shows the most
promise for the "dually diagnosed." In this

model, psychiatric and addictive illnesses
are viewed as independent biological and

psychosocial illnesses that have many simi-

larities. Inherent to this approach is that psy-
chiatric and addictive illnesses are diseases
that are manifested by denial, and if untreat-
ed, both will progress and lead to adverse
consequences. Also, for both forms of ill-
nesses, progressive stages in the treatment
approach include stabilization, persuasion
and engagement. A core treatment is provid-
ed for the categories of disorders, namely the

"addictive" and "psychiatric" categories.

There is minimization of conflict for the

patientwho receives a unified message from

a common staff regarding the importance of

treating both the addictive and the psychi-
atric illnesses. The major disadvantage to the
integrated model is that the severely affected
addict, without another psychiatric diagno-
sis, may not receive adequate addiction

treatment.

Pharmacological Treatments

The use of pharmacological agents is

often not problematic when addictive ill-

nesses are given an independent status, and

also if other caveats regarding the use of
pharmacological treatments in addictive

individuals are accepted. The addict has an

Specialists in Chemical
Dependency and
Psychiatric Treatment

Comprehensive psychiatric, chemical depen-
dency and dual diagnosis treatment for adults,
adolescents and children. Our continuum includes:
• free evaluation
• short-term inpatient stabilization
• detoxification
• inpatient care
• residentiaUtransitional progams
•partial hospitalization
•outpatient program
•Crisis and Counseling Clinic
• home care
• family programs.

For more information about our services, call
3l4/525-4400 or l 800 525-2032.

St. Anthony's
Medical Center
Hyland Behavioral Health System

10020 Kennedy Road
St. Louis, Missouri 63128
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inherent vulnerability to the drug effect, and
potentially can use almost any drug with loss

oP control. However, this is only a relative

contraindication to the use of pharmacologi-

cal agents,

The addict also requires, as much as pos-

sible, a drug-free state to have a clear senso-

rium and access to feelings to make changes
in personality. It is important to maximize
the response to the cognitive/behavioral
techniques in addiction treatment and long-
term recovery. There are some medications
for which there are strong contraindications.
Benzodiazepines and other narcotic-type
drugs have a high addiction potential in alco-
holics and drug addicts, and aze to be used
short-term (only rarely, long-term).
Benzodiazepines are the drug of choice in
acute detoxification; however, long-term use
can lead to addiction. Benzodiazepines can
also be used in patients with psychiatric
comorbidity for acute psychiatric distur-

bances, such as insomnia and agitation. Over
time, their use should be tapered and discon-

tinued. If these symptoms persist, alternative

behavioral and pharmacological techniques
should be tried, e.g., antidepressants.

90-day post-primary residential aftercare

•Chemical dependency or CD
wlsecondary diagnosis

• State Iicensed/CARF Accredited

• Work Requirement

• Separate Men's, Women's and
Co•Ed Residences

Affordable

Mpls. Men's Program
(612) 827-2517

Mpls. Women's Program
(612) 869-3223

Phoenix Co-Ed Program
(602) 274-5424
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• Specialized inpatient and partial care
treatment exclusively dedicated to
females.. suffering from anorexia, bulimia
and related issues.

• State licensed, JCAHO accreditation with
commendation and GRAMPUS provider.

•Highly skilled professional staff of
psychiatrists, internists, psychologists,
RN's, masters level therapists and
registered dietitian providing
comprehensive individualized programs
and lengths of stay.

• Unique combination of medical,
nutritional and psychological
components blended with a non-
denominational Christian perspective.

• Individual, group and didactic therapy.
Nutrition, Addictions, Seanaal Abuse and
Spiritual Growth groups. Equestrian, Art
and Body Image components. Complete
Family Week:

• Treatment covered by most insurances.
Expert assistance provided'to
prospective patients in determining
availabifiry of benefits or payment plan.

~D°
Center for Anorexia cmd Bulimia

Jack Btuden Road Box 2481
Wickenburg, Arizona 85358

1- 800 - 445-1900
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The use of antidepressants and neuroleptics

is indicated for alcoholics and drug addicts
who have associated mood, anxiety and psy-
chotic disturbances. Another caveat is that

those agents with high an[icholinergic proper-

ties are to be used conservatively because of

the propensity for addicts to use anticholiner-

gics addicdvely. It is recommended that con-

sideration for tapering of the antidepressants

and their discontinuation should be andertak-
en after the affective and amtiety disturbances
are in remission for asix-to-12 month period.
In the case of the use of neuroleptics in chron-

ic mental illness, this practice may not be pos-
sible and their use may be lifelong. In the case
of lithium and other anti-manic agents, con-

sideration of "drug holidays" should follow
the general guidelines for these disorders in

general psychiahic practice.

If the addictive illness is treated with stan-

dard addiction treatrnents, the indications for

the use of medications will become clearer.

Rebate regarding use of medications is dis-

couraged if this leads to inadequate treatment

of either the addictive or other psychiatric ill-

ness. If use of antidepressants and neurolep-

dcs is instituted before a period of abstinence

to deternune the contribution of drugs and

alcohol to anxiety, depression, hallucinations
and delusions, it should be done in conjunc-

tion with the treatment of the addictive disor-

der. The use of antidepressants and neurolep-

tics without treatment of the specific addictive

disorder is not recommended, and usually

does not lead to adequate treatment of either

the addiction or the psychiatric symptoms.

Long-Term Recovery

Alcoholics Anonymous is an effective
means to support long-term recovery from

alcohol and drug addiction. Narcotics
Anonymous is a newer but also effective long-
term recovery program. Preliminary experi-

ence strongly suggests that the chronic men-
tallyill and addicts who have other psychiatric

disorders can and do successfully use'It~velve-

Step groups, such as Alcoholics Anonymous.

Further investigations are needed, but there is

no strong evidence that if they are motivated
to treat their addiction, their psychiatric illness
will prevent them.

Also, there is a widespread belief that

Alcoholics Anonymous is "anti-medications:'
In fact, AA has published a pamphlet that
takes a neutral position regarding medications.
AA acknowledges that members may have
other psychiatric disorders that require med-

ications. Where the conflict regarding medica-

tions may have arisen is azound AA members

who have received medications without treat-

ment for their addiction. Also, the AA mem-

ber, before entrance into AA, may have been

given psychiatric explanations for alcoholism
and not specific addiction treahnent.

Key Concepts:

•Addictive disorders are the most common

psychiatric disorders.

• Addictive disorders are elevated in schiz-
ophrenics and patients with antisocial person-
ality disorders.
• Alcohol and drug addiction can be diag-

nosed in any setting by behaviors such as:

(a) preoccupation with acquiring

alcohoUdrugs;

(b) compulsive use of alcohoUdrugs;
(c) pattern of relapse to use of

alcohoUdrugs.

• Alcohol and drugs can induce psychiatric

syndromes:

(a) stimulants produce anxiety during

intoxication and depression during withdraw-

al;

(b) sedatives produce depression during

intoxication and anxiety during withdrawal.

• The Exclusionary Criteria in DSM-IV

stipulate that psychiatric symptoms are not

due to those induced by substances.

•The treatment of addictive disorders in

psychiatric patients occurs in serial, parallel

and integrated models.

•The integrated model is best suited for the

chronically mentally ill.

• The staff in the integrated model aze

skilled and knowledgeable in the diagnosis
and treatment of addictive and psychiatric dis-
orders.

• The treatment of addictive disorders can

occur in inpatient and outpatient settings.
• The etiology of addictive and many psy-

chiatric disorders is neurochemical: the

mesolimbic pathway.

• The self-medication hypothesis is

unproven; namely, alcohol and drug use is due

to an underlying psychiatric disorder.
• Treatment outcome studies indicate that

favorable abstinence rates (90 percent at one
year with attendance at aftercare and/or

Alcoholics Anonymous) can be achieved for
those with addictive disorders.

References: Due to limitations on space,
the preceding article has been condensed. A
copy of the full article and references is avail-
able from the magazine upon request.

Norman S. Miller, MD, is associate profes-
sor of Psychiatry and Neurology and chief of
the Division of Addiction Psychiatry at the
University of Illinois at Chicago.
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Ithough [he EA programs provided

by numerous companies come in

various shapes and sizes, they all
have one thing in common: the interface

between the EA ,program and the mental

health benefits, which, more frequently than

not, are administered by a managed care

organization.

Many EA professionals have expressed

their feelings that the interface with an MCO

can be an intrusive and complicated process.

The number one complaint from EA profes-

sionals regarding MCOs is that they often

require clients to go through another assess-
ment once they begin to use their mental

health benefits. This is often an inconve-

nience to the client and discounts the quality
work the EA professional has already done.
There are many things that the EA profes-
sional can do to make this process less com-

plicated for themselves and for the client.

The one singular tool that produces the

By Jodi Aronson, PhD, LMFT

best results is an interface protocol between

EA professionals and MCO staff.

If EA professionals are savvy about how

an MCO operates, they will find it easy to

establish an interface protocol with the

MCO. Taking such an initiative will also let

the employer group that buys the programs

know of the EA professionals' willingness to

work at making clients more comfortable

with the referral process.

The first step to setting up an interface

protocol is to get to know the care managers

of the MCO that the EA professionals will

be working with the most. Next, they should

become familiar with the MCO's preferred

providers and their practice patterns. In addi-

tion, they should explain to the case man-

agers what the EAP assessment consists of.

This will help to establish a sense of trust on

both parts. The MCO staff will want assur-
ance that the EA professionals will work
with them to make a referral and not trian-

The EAP's EAP
providing personalized

assessment and referral services
in Minnesota throughout
the metropolitan area.

dor and associates, inc.

The Quality EAP You Can Trust

contact: Karen Hagen
430 First Avenue North, Suite 216

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401

1-800-367-3271
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gulate them by making a referral to a
provider not on the MCO's network.
EA professionals will need to investigate

what the MCO's intake. procedure is and
obtain the clients permission to provide the
intake information to the MCO to help facil-
itate the referral process. One of the most
important things EA professionals can do is
to emphasize their willingness to establish
working relationships with the MCOs'
intake professionals in making a referral.
This includes getting to know the individu-
als who perform the telephonic intakes.

Telephonic Intake
Most telephonic intake procedures begin

with gathering basic demographic informa-
tion to register the client. EA professionals
can facilitate the process by organizing the
gathered information in the following way:
• Clients Name
• Client's Social Security Number

Pathological
Treatment anq
Consultation Serviceso..

Currently seeing clients with a gambling problem?There
is specialized, comprehensive help for gambling addiction at
Proctor Hospital. Our treatment program is the only one of its
kind in Illinois. We offer a free, confidential assessment, 2F4 hours
a day. Initial screening. may be conducted over the telephone.

Thinking of integrating a compulsive gambling counseling
.service to your current program? Our trained staff of consultants
can help you develop:
DSM IV criteria/assessmenttoot
Admission and continued length of slay criteria utilizing
ASAM patient placement material

Financial assessment and treatment procedures

Follow-up/aftercare programs

A program that will maximize third-plrty reimbursement.

Call us. We can help Illinois Institute
Cqq ~vd for Addiction Recovery

80o~JLL-3784 ~ at ProctorHospitul
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PROTOCOL

• Name of the Primary Insured

• Primary Insured Social Security Number

• Client's Address

• Client's Phone Number

• Name of Employer Group.

Remember, MCOs are most likely to

accept EA professionals' assessments if

they come across as partnering with them

rather than as making demands.

As the intake continues, clinical informa-

tion should be presented in behavioral terms.
The information required would be:

• a brief description of the presenting

problem;

• a description of who is involved;

• a list of professionals who may already

be involved in the process;

• the name and telephone numbers of

these professionals;

• a description of interventions that have

been tried in the past;

• a description of the expected goal of

treatment;

• a list of current medications;

Father Martin's Ashle~
800 Tydings Lane •Havre de Grace, Maryland 21078

A Nondenominational

Alcohol and Drug Treatment Center

"Ashley is built upon the floor of charity, under the ceiling of mercy, and
protected by the walls of total commitment, because all of us here are
bound together by a passionate belief in the innate digWily ofevery human
person. Our sole purpose is to heal. The saving of every patient -even
the seemingly hopeless - is the supreme concern of all who serve here.
Each time a patient leaves ourgrounds, free from the compulsion to drink,
and equipped with the tools to maintain a contented and lasting sobriety,
we will have achieved our goal."

Rated by Forbes Magazine as One of the Top 12
Rehabilitation Facilities in the Country

)CAHO Approved - Covered by Most Insurance Plans

Programs Offered
Basic Therapy •Relapse Prevention •Family

Aftercare •Outpatient

24 HOUR HELP LINE
800-848-8177
Free Evaluations

For Father Martin's Films or Tapes
800-638-5430

• names of the professionals who pre-

scribed medications; and

• known substance use and/or abuse.

The only piece of the intake process that
is left is getting a referral for continued care.

EA professionals who call in the intake

information should let the intake coordina-

tor know .what requests they may have

regarding the referral. Because the MCOs,

and not the EAPs, are usually financially at

risk for the continued care, EA professionals

will find they are expected to accept the

referral provided even if it is not their pre-

fened choice. However, most often MCOs

will try to work with their request.

Client Responsibility

EA professionals should take responsibili-

ty for calling clients and informing them of

the name and telephone number of the

referred professional. Part of a successful

interface protocol for EAPs relies on EA

professionals to not only provide clients

with the referral information, but also to per-

form afollow-up telephone call with clients

two weeks later to make sure they are satis-

fied with the referral.

In the event that clients are not satisfied

with their referrals, the protocol asks EA pro-

fessionals to change gears and refrain from

acting for the client, but instead, encourage

them to contact the MCO themselves and get

a new referral. At this point, EA profession-

als are working in conjunction with the MCO

agenda on getting clients to take responsibil-

ity for their own care.

Documentation

Once EA professionals and MCO staff

have mutually agreed upon the information

for the interface protocol, EA professionals

should write a document explaining the

process and procedures. This includes out-

lining the aforementioned information, nam-

ing the contact people and providing time

guidelines for the procedure. In addition, EA

professionals should gather and document

names and telephone numbers of individuals

to contact in case of a clinical emergency.

Both the MCOs and employer groups

should be provided with a copy of this doc-

umentation because MCOs -and EA profes-

sionals share the same goal —to make good

referrals so clients get the appropriate clini-

cal care at the right time— and part of that

process is making sure that all parties are

working from the same page.

Jodi Aronson, PhD, LMFT is the Southern
Regional Care Center Director of MCC

Behavioral Care Inc.
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APA Says EEOC
Disability Guidelines
Not Friendly To Mentally Ill
The American Psychiatric Association

(APA) has charged that a guideline for the
enforcement of the Americans with
Disabilities Act would pull the rug out from
under people with mental illness who wanted
to challenge discriminatory health insurance
issues.
The Interim Enforcement Guideline is an

internal policy statement that EEOC person-
nel use in enforcing the ADA and processing
charges filed with the EEOC under the Act.

According to the EEOC's Technical
Assistance Manual and Regulations, "mental
retardation, organic brain syndrome, emo-
tional or mental illness and specific learning
disabilities" are protected disabilities.
However, the enforcement guideline says that
insurance policies that contain "broad distinc-
tions" providing more favorable benefits for
physical illness and less favorable benefits for
nervous~nental disorders, aze not discrimina-
tory. Only plans that single out specific dis-
abilities, such as deafness, AIDS, schizophre-
nia, etc., would constitute an unlawful dis-
ability-based insurance practice.
The APA requested that the EEOC discon-

tinue the "broad distinctions" exception and
the "mental/nervous" example so that mental-
ly disabled people would have the same
chance as other Americans to challenge dis-
criminatory insurance practices under the
Americans with Disabilities Act.

EEOC's Backlog Of Cases
Causing Chaos; Highlights
Need For Technical Assistance
The Equal Opportunity Employment

Commission's recent backlog of more than
100,000 cases has paralyzed both the employ-
ers and the employees according to the
Society of Human Resource Management
(SHRM). The inefficiency of the EEOC may
have something to do with the need to stream-
line. The average processing time for a new
charge can range from nine months to two
years. The processing time for cases filed
with state agencies can sometimes take
longer.
The backlog of cases can be attributed to:
• The inability to locate the charging party.
• People filing discrimination charges often

becoming angry because of long delays and
mediation being difficult
• L.engthy resolutions, making it is less

expensive for employers to settle cases rather
than litigate, even if the employer is innocent.
• Employees and supervisors' "walking on

eggshells" while the case is pending.
SHRM has come up with a remedy for the

EEOC's problems. They suggest that the
EEOC:
• Find out if the current parties still wish to

OC'1'OBF,R 1995

f le a claim. NAADAC Book Covers
• Issue aright-to-sue letter to any charging Counselor Compensation,

party with an attorney or with a claim that is
Median Income Increasesmore than 1 so days old.

• Use mediation or other alternative dispute The National Association of Alcohol and

resolution efforts to resolve complaints. Drug Abuse Counselors (NAADAC)

• Devote more resources to technical assis- Education and Research Foundation has

tance and voluntary projects. recently published the results of research con-

• Put a premium on rapid case resolution ducted on the income and compensation

and technical assistance rather than on the
trends for alcohol and drug abuse counselors.

volume of charges processed.
The 1995 Income anti Compensation Study

•Litigate only in cases where the charging
of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Counselors
reported a median income of $?A,499, an

party does not have an attorney. increase of 6.5 percent over the 1992 median

• Evaluations •Family &Workplace Interventions

• Inpatient Detoxification &Rehabilitation

• Aftercare •Partial Hospitalization Program

• Intensive Outpatient Care • "First Step" Program

• "Nurses Helping Nurses"

• Comprehensive Family Services

26 Years and Still Going!

Smithers Alcoholism 6r Drug Abuse Treatment Center
A Division of St.Luke's-Roosevelt Hospital Center

1000 Tenth Avenue, New York, NY 10019

(212 523-6491
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AMERICAN ASSOCU+TION FOR MARRWGE AND FAMILY THERAPY

V 53RD ANNUAL CONFERENCE
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Since 1 942, the American Association for Marriage ~ ,
and Family Therapy (AAMF~ has built a community of
mental health professionals who share a common ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
goal......the well-being of today's families.
The AAMFT 53rd Mnual Conference, "Mchoring Full four-day conference 2tes before

Families, Building Community," will showcase present- September 15, 1995:

ers who will address the many challenges and stresses ~~T Members & $235
families face during this era of concern about'Yamily Applicants in Process

values" and the need to build and strengthenthe corn- Non-Members $335
munities we live in. AFFORDABLE RATES FOR

Enhance your professional development and STUDENTS! '

strengthen your practice by attending: AAf"1FT Student Members $ 95
General Sessions with Michael Goldstein, Sora der Students $205

McLonahan, Duke Stanton qnd Thomas Todd
Advanced Seminars for the experienced clinician The 53rd Mnual Conference Pr rare

~'with Betry Carter, Lee Combnnck-Graham, Florence ~.~,ill be available in July.

Koslow and Karl Tomm
~~ members automa6cal receive a

getNEW! C~iniwl Updates — in depth sessions on spe-
ropy. Non-members stauld on our

mailing list today!c~c practice areas
Learning Edged Workshops —live videotaped

Call or write, AAMFT Conference,
1 100 17th Street, NW, IOth Floor,

therapy sessions followed by discussion on the Washington, DC 20036
therapis4s methods Phone (202) 452-0109, Ext. 199
Poster Sessions featuring the latest in marriage and Fax (202) 223-2329
family therapy research Don4 forget to tell us where you saw this ad!
Over 100 workshops covering a wide range of farn-
ily-related practice issues NOVEMBER Z — S, 1 995

• Over 80 exhibits providing tools for career Bevel- f-{ISfORIC INNER I~ARBORopment, practice-related technology, publications,
videotapes and more! BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
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Sierra Tucson offers a unique treatment approach, the Sierra Model"' This
has resulted in an astounding 70%success rate with people who've relapsed after
other inpatient programs.

Our effectiveness is based on amulti-disciplinary approach combining
practices from the medical, psychological, family system and self-help communi-
ties. We believe in a "whole person" philosophy of healing that addresses the
underlyingproblems of addiction not just the symptoms.

Our serene setting in the high Sonoran Desert provides a safe environment
where patients learn the necessary slaps to regain control of their lives. For more
information about our life-changing program, call 1-800-842-448T.

~~

SIERRA TUCSON
16500 N. Logo del Oro Parkway ~ Tucson, AZ 85737

Liren~ai by Ariuma Ik~~rtma~r o(lird~h ~rvica as a p.~y~:hiavic h`upicd ~u~d bel.aviornl 6eaUh nsidential censer. A«mliud by J.C.A.H.O.
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NEWS

earnings. The report updates the findings in a
similar study done in 1993 that tracked the
earnings of counselors based on employment
type, education, experience and certification.
The report was prepared by the research and
publishing firm Fetzer-Kraus Inc. The study
proved that there is a trend in counselor
median incomes. Respondents whose prima-
rycare was in senior counseling reported
median earnings of $30,001, an increase of
7.2 percent over 1992 median earnings.
The full report provides detailed informa-

tion on income trends by experience, qualifi-
cations and employment types.

Upjohn Co. Merger
With Sweden's Pharmacia
Pursues Worldwide Status

Upjohn Co. and the Swedish-based
Pharmacia are planning a merger that is esti-
mated to be valued at about $6 billion. When
the two companies join, they will cceake the
ninth largest pharmaceutical maker in the
world. As independent entities,..Upjohn and
Phannacia had problems surviving in the
competitive pharmaceutical industry. .The..
merger offers the two a chance to tY►rive in the
rapidly consolidating pharmaceutical market.
According to The Wall Street Journal, they
agreed to merge only if both could share
power and prestige equally across the board.
Upjohn has a large sales force which has
established ties for the company throughout
the United States. Pharmacia has a solid
foundation in the pharmaceutical industry,
yet it has not established itself in the U.S. The
merger will create an instant worldwide phar-
maceutical power.
Each company's shareholders is receiving

an equal share of the other's stock.
The two companies are expected to reduce

their staff by 12 percent after the merger is
finalized. The merger will give the new
power, a 55 percent equity-to-assets ratio
which will in essence su~iport their $1.1 bil-
lion research budget, The Journal reported.

NAADAC Offers
A $10,000 Scholarship
For Addictions Studies
The National Association of Alcohol and

Drug Abuse Counselors (NAADAC)
Education and Research Foundation is offer-
ing a $10,000 scholarship for Nova
Southeastern University (NSU). The scholar-
ship will be applied to a NAADAC member
so that he/she will be able to enroll in NSU's
new Master's in Applied Addiction Studies
Program..
NSU is a fully accredited university in Fort

Lauderdale, Fla. NSU is known for provid-
ing nontraditional, innovative graduate edu-
cation to working professionals. The
Master's in Applied Addiction Studies is
designed for alcoholism and drug abuse

EMPLOY~EASSISTANCE



counselors who are working in the profession full-time. The program
is a guided study curriculum with aone-time, intensive, residential
two-week course at the NSU facility in Florida.

With the consistent changes that are occurring in the counseling field
partnerships between [he academic community and private practition-
ers will become increasingly more important to link university and
clinical practice. The NAADAC Education and Research Foundation is
operated exclusively to further charitable and educational purposes and
programs of NAADAC. The consolidated effort on the part of
NAADAC and NSU is helping the foundation's mission of supporting
education and research in the addiction treatment field.

CSAP Provides
Drug-Free Workplace Helpline
For Technical Assistance
The Center for Substance Abuse prevention operates a helpline

designed to provide individualized technical assistance to business,
industry and unions in the development and implementation of com-
prehensive drug-free workplace programs. Corporate Executive
Officers (CEO's), union representatives and managers responsible for
corporate policy are encouraged to phone the Helplide for assistance in
assessing their programs' needs and to prepare their organizations to
deal with current and potential problems caused by drugs in the work-
place.
The Helpline provides telephone consultation, resource referrals,

networking services and publications to assist in planning, policy
development and program implementation. The Helpline number is
(800) 843-4971; it can be contacted from 9:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
(Eastern time), Monday through Friday. '

Intensive Inpatient

Treatment

Structured Outpatient-

Day Programs

Intensive Outpatient

Evening Programs

Dual Diagnosis

Treatment

Sexual Disorders Unit

treating sexual compul-

sivity and offending

behaviors

Traumatic &Dissociative

Disorders Treatment
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e et- e et~vor .
THE MULTIPLAN NETWORK IS MORE tl1a110Ut 1 ], OOOhealth
care facilities nationwide — it is the tens of thousands of
peoplewhoworkwith us in thosefacilities tokeep health
costs reasonable for the more than 17 million people
who rely on us. As the largest Preferred Provider Organi-
zation in the nation, we offer our clients discounts at:

• ~ general hospitals
r~ subacute facilities

'. rehabilitation/orthopedic
facilities
psychiatric and alcoholism

x\ and substance abuse treat-
~,~~ , ment facilities

• home health care providers
• facilities with specialties in organ transplants.

In addition, our. clients benefit from our growing
network of physicians.

Additional savings are available through our
MultiPlan Managed Care Inc. subsidiary, which pro-
vides afull range of managed care options.

Our hundreds of clients include insurance compa-
nies, corporate benefit plans, third-party administra-
tors, and labor-management and government benefit
plans.

We have more ez~erience helping our clients save
money at health care facilities than anybody else, We've
been at it for more than two decades, and at's our only
business.

For information on how The Get-Well Networks"'
can become your network, please call Edward Roth-
stein or Ron Katz at 800-677-1098, or write to
MultiPlan Inc., 

MV1 ~iPl~n115 Fifth Avenue,
New York, NY 10003. ~', "~`,'~'~'~j" " ,
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EAPA PRCVIEW

continued from page 10

morning, Fun Aerobics will be offered, and
on Monday, Nov. 13, there will be a Fun
Run/Walk. Also, on Monday morning, from

7:30 to 8:30, EmployeeAssistance will hold
its annual breakfast for its Editorial
Advisory Board.

There ace tour opportunities too—The
VIP Tour to the Candy Kitchen Ind Gilman
Village, a tour of Seattle or an independent
day trip to Victoria.

Evening entertainment includes the

Dessert Reception and Improv Group, the

Attendees' Night Out at Tillicum Village for

a Salmon Bake and the Annual Banquet ~ind

Dance. There will be an Awards Breakfast
and Slide Show the final morning of the con-
ference.

For more information on the conference,
including meetings, CEU opportunities and
the exhibits, contact the Employee

Assistance Professionals Association, 2101
Wilson Blvd., Suite 500, Arlington Va.
22201 or call (703) 522-6272; FAX: (703)
522-4585.

1995 Exhibitors' List as furnished by:
EAPA, 9/13/95

Americare Systems Inc.
Business &Health Magazine
Betty Ford Center
Brown School of Behavioral Health System
Consumer Credit Counseling Service

Data Minder System
DuPont Pharma
EAP Digest
EmployeeAssistance Magazine
EAPA
Father Martin's Ashley
Gateway Foundation Inc.
Harmony Foundation
Hazelden
Health Management Systems of America
Human Affairs International
Krames Communications
LawPhone
Liberty Health Care
Managed Care Washington
Managed Health Network
Mashhoff, Bar &Associates
Michael's House
National Association of Social Workers

(NASW)
New Standards
NFS CSW

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY

ASSESSMENT WITH

IMMEDIATE RESULTS

• FAST - 15 minutes to Administer and Score
• ACCURATE - Validity 90% Plus
• INEXPENSIVE - Volume Discounts Available
• CONVENIENT -Paper/Pencil or Computer Report

Adult and Adolescent Versions

For Information Call

1-800-726-0526
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OAG
Pathways of Casa Grande
Plans Anonymous Associltion
Proctor Hospital
Promises Residential Treatment Center

Provo Canyon School
Rothchild's Files
SASSI Institute, The
Scanlon Shay Company, The
Scott Publishing
Sierra 'I1~scon
Smithers 1Y~eatment Centers
St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance

Company
Stam Productions
Sunburst Treatment Services Inc.
Sundown M Ranch
Sweap Productions
TLC Treatment Network Inc.
Treatment Magazine
Treatment Today Magazine
Valley Hope Association
VMC Behavioral Health
Wilderness Treatment
Workman Publishing
Workplace Options Inc.
See you there!

Thousands have

called 1-800-ALCOHOL

for information on alcoholism

and drug dependency.

Get help for yourself

or someone you love,

Toll Free 24 hours a dny ~ Con fidential
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BETTY FORD CENTER
AT EISENHOWER

"Excellence in alcohol and other drug addiction treatment."

* 80-Bed Residential Program

* Women's Program

* Women's Extended Care Program

~r Family Program

* Children's Program

* Partial Hospitalization

* Intensive Outpatient Program

* Training Programs

For more information,
call 619-773-4100

Toll Free (U.S. and Canada) 800-854-9211
FAX 619-773-4141

39000 Bob Hope Drive, Kancho Mirage, CA 92270
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At Deve reux.. .
.. we help to create brighter

futures. It has been that way
for 80 years.

Devereux — a nationwide network of
treatment centers — serves children,
adolescents, and adults who have a
wide range of emotional disorders and
developmental disabilities.

In psychiatric hospitals, residential centers,
and community programs, Devereux offers
quality treatment and a caring environment,
therapeutic educational and vocational
services, recreational pursuits and a host
of activities to hone daily living skills.

For information, call:
1-800-345-1292, ext. 3045
or 215-964-3045
Fax: 215-971-4600

Private, not for profit.
JCANO-accredited, where Devereuxapplicable.
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La Hacienda
FM 1340

Hunt, Texas

Serving the chemically
dependent and their families for

more than 20 years.

For more information please call:

1-800-749-6160
Fully licei~szd & accrzdited

"La Hacienda struck me as being the best treatment s
center for alcoholics and poll-drug addicts in the t

State o/Texas. "
Ftom REHAB - an auWoritstive euide to the finest inoa[ienl rehabilitation

`t centers in the United Sta[es by Stan I~3art, Fiarper•Ruwe ~ $

~:
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were e
o a~~swer.

Worrying aboltt clients when you'd rather be asleep? As a
nationally recognized provider of after-hours telephone crisis
intervention, we can improve your response ro callers in crisis,
lessen the burden on your staff, and reduce your liabilit)~ by
assuring immediate phone access to a clinician. And ow• 24-hour
Intake and Assessment service can enhance or even replace your
current procedures. Please contact us today. It's die right call.

After-hours Crisis Counseling
when it's needed most

—•—
Around the clock

Intake and Assessment
For more information, call Phillip Evmis n1800-457-8539
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'' ~ ,~ Saying Isn't
Doing

— helping your people to health and wholeness.

People in pain don't want a lot of words. They want
Changing Attitudes, Actions
and People with Magic

the RIGHT words. Enter the all new, pamphlet-size

~ ~~

`~ CareSteps offering a more compact, practical care By John FabjanCe
publication to touch on life's challenges. Themes

~~sing
:the Stress include: Work and Family —Self Esteem — Anxiety1
in Yot~ti' ~--ifs — Stress — Managing Time — Facing

Change —Job Problems —and more.
r:

mployee assistance programs are

` ~ - CareSteps are attractively designed and aimed at helping individuals deal

r ~~ j,~,prn~n4 appealingly written to serve diverse with potential or existing problems

r~pzu t° populations with regard to employment,
in their lives. However, these programs are

j-~~~tdli~~.$ Mtr~i~KeY~l{r, ~~piE~ life concerns, education, and religious
not always successful in changing attitudes
and getting people to act differently. InJib

i~roblems persuasion. Write or call for samples
'i

many cases, people have difficulty distin-

today:l-800-325-2511. guishing between saying and doing.
~ ~ Instructors armed with "the truth"— infor-

mation, statistics, proof, etc.—often believe
/~ Abbey Press Publications that all they have to do is present the mater-

on 1 ~* ,~,. n~I 
i5n.

~fZING Dept. 0544 ial and people will learn. Yet, the problem is

x~~ ""'x~'°hm~' W f PLACE St. Meinrad, IN 47577 often not information, iYs communication.
~~~„ °,~'„~ f~~ ~r°`~"W'~~r "~~'`" Magic, usually associated with entertain-

Circle 41 on Card. ment, actually gets right to the heart of

supervisory communication because it is
highly effective in changing beliefs, atti-

There must be a good tudes and eventually, actions. To start with,
-!~ way to compare our ma is confronts our thinkin atterns in ag g P

employee hospital days to non-intimidating way. Next, watching
~ national norms. magic involves being fooled—not by the

I just heard about the magician, but by ourselves. Things that
j

Length of stay series.
Were not supposed to happen, do happen

It can tell u5 everything
and become a reality, so it also offers- the
opportunity to have people open "doors” in

Great! Maybe we need to know. their minds to accept new ideas.

IM ~ I can find out when
Over the past 20 years, I've used magic to

~'m getting a raise.
effectively communicate information to a

If utilization review broad spectrum of people. The programs

and pre-admission authorization ve an were first presented on college campuses

important part of your day, you should know covering abuse topics—alcohol, drugs, sex.

about the Lengt/2 of Stay series. For more than 30 years, insurers A similar approach was subsequently used

• have trusted it for meaningful comparisons and true industry benchmarks, to communicate with employees in the

The Length of Stay series is the only source that shows you real utilization workplace in support of EA programs.

~` patterns for U.S. hospitals. Use it to effectively monitor and compare stays
~' for your employee population. There are 17 editions available, so it's easy Magic and the Paradigm Shift

''' ~ to order the benchmarks that best suit your needs. And while it can't give Nothing can be more memorable than

you a raise, it might help remind them that you deserve one. watching a magic trick, with the exception
of participating in the trick itself: Asa will-

- ~ I Call 1-$00-568-3282 today for the best way to monitor ing participant, the person takes a risk and

~l~ ,. i your lengths of stay.
`

learns by doing—learns that' he or she can

1 ' ~ ~1/~I A make something happen that seemed impos-
`I ~, ~~~ :=~/~II/

''
Bible. This makes people come to the real-

~: ~E„~ SrA„ 300 East Lombard Street
~, Baltimore, MD 21202

ization that they can change things and do

1-800-568-3282 things they. didn't think possible.

Mention Priority Code EALOS Communicating information to people is
~: I~ and receive a F[~E 100 Top Hospitals: Be~~chmarks for' Success poster when you order. all ongoing Challenge for those in education,

counseling, training and management. Even

~~'°
38 Circle 42 on card. EMPLOYEEASSISTANCE



getting a person's attention may be difficult,
at times. The Myers-Briggs type indicator
has also made us aware that people perceive
differently. Some individuals are very recep-
tive to learning, while others are turned off
by lectures or they "tune out" information
that may be either uninteresting or seeming-
ly irrelevant to their need to change.
They may feel that:
• "It can't happen to me."
• "I've had no problem so far."
• "I am the way I am and can't change:'
These denial statements can. be demon-

strated with appropriate magic tricks. When
people watch a magic trick, the magic only
happens in tY}eir minds. They must go into
denial to believe that something magical has
happened. They do not suspend belief, but
actually form a new belief—producing an
instant paradigm shift. When this is pointed
out in an entertaining way, people are less
resistant to accepting the information.

Teachers know that to get people to retain
information, the material should be present-
ed six times, and it is more effective if it is
also presented in six different ways. Magic
uses many ways. It is a multisensory experi-
ence and a multilevel teaching tool.

1. It's experientially based.
2. The visual aspect adds 300 percent to

retention.
3. Natural curiosity keeps an edge on the

program, keeping people's attention.
4. People remember more when the mes-

sage is presented in an entertaining format.
5. The logical development with illogical

conclusions creates surprises, adding to the
retention.

6. It is hands-on whether it is done one-
on-one or for a group.

Once individuals become aware of how
they fool themselves using denial, enabling,
etc., it is easier for them to deal with the
possible problems of substance abuse, well-
ness, smoking, being overweight, emotions,
conflict resolution and motivation.

A Starting Point for EAPs
Using magic in EAP communications can

be an important starting point for both cor-
porations and employees. One trick that
may take a minute or two can change per-
ceptions in amore dramatic way than a half-
hour of speaking. By presenting information

to employees in a friendly, entertaining and
non-intimidating way, individuals are more
likely to be receptive and to avail them-
selves of EA services. Consequently,
greater participation in EA .programs fol-
lows: By having supervisors acquire this
new communication tool, they receive a

OC'T'OBER 1995

Discover America's Fastest Growing EAP and
Managed Behavioral Healthcare Company

Health Management Systems of America is a managed behavioral
healthcare company providing services to a number of private corpor-
ations and we are recruiting staff for our federal programs with the
United States Public Health Services agency. We provide a full range
of Employee Assistance Program services and managed behavioral
services, including training, labor and management consultation, and
health wellness activities. Our staff of master's level clinicians and
affiliate providers deliver assessment, short-term counseling, referral
and case management services. All services are available on a capitated
or fee-for-service basis.

You are invited to join an exiting, fast-growing national leader in the
employee assistance and managed behavioral healthcare industry.

_..__ _._.....~~ f,f•

I-MS~►
HEALTH MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS OF AMERICA

"The Only National EAP Company
Headquartered in Michigan "

20811 Kelly Road, Suite 100, Eastpointe, Michigan 48021

Phone: (810) 773-3000 Fax: (810) 773-3492
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Turmoil. Fear.

~~ Frustration. The storm

created by a brain injury or other

medical complexities is intense.

When complicated by behavioral ~

issues, medical rehabilitation

requires a special healing environ-

mentdesigned to handle the most

dif ficult cases — an environment

like ours. We calm the storm.

HEALiHCRflE HEHABILIiRiION CENiEfl
A Braun Sclwols Urniu l~~jun~ & Neurovsychrrtlric FfospiMl • 1106 West Dith~mr Road ~ Austin, Tesns 78745 ~ 1-800-252-5151
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Science Applications International

Corporation (SAIC) specializes in

providing health care services inCer-

nationally. Our Overseas Assistance

Program (OAP) is an extensive con-

tinuum of customized services for

expaCriates and Cheir families prior to

and during their international assign-

ment. Services include management

consultation, prevention and orienta-

tion, couseling, training, crisis inter-

vention/critical incident, and repatri-

ation.

For more information on SAIC's

OAP and services available for your

expatriates, please contact Mr. Art

[3ennett, SAIC, 1710 Good Ridge

Drive, McLean, UA 22101 or phone

him at (703) 917-8466 or fax to

(703) 749-0026.

~i~~~. nn ~npoyao-owned c«nn~r
Science Appllcallonr Intematlonal Corporetlon
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Are you looking for an
Alternative
to In-patient

Hospitalization
for the young Adult?

WILDERNESS TREATMENT CENTER
is located on a working cattle ranch in the rugged mountains of
Northwest Montana. The center's primary goal is to re-establish self-
esteem with a life free from chemical dependency.

• Exclusively designed for males 14-24
• Medically supervised, licensed facility
• Covered by most medical insurance
• 60 days primary treatment including

utilizing the steps of AA & NA
• 21 Day Wilderness Expedition
• 4 day family program
• Outcome documentation'available
• Listed by Avon Books as one of the

_ ~ 100 best!

Write or call:
WILDERNESS

TREATMENT CENTER
200 Hubbart Dam Road

Marion, MT 59925
`.406) 854-2832
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MAGIC

double benefit: they learn about themselves,
how to break out of their own mind-sets and
are able to work more effectively with
employees.

Teaching Magic. Another important ele-
ment of communicating with magic
involves actually teaching people how to
perform some simple tricks themselves. By
learning to perform magic, a person is
reminded of the key message that was com-
municated with the trick. And, by perform-
ing this trick for others, the individual
brings the message to many more people. In
effect, everyone becomes the teacher by per-
forming the trick 'and, thereby, reinforcing
the massage of awareness, ,denial and
enabling, over and over again.

Customized Programs for Different

Audiences. Because each company is

unique, the program for its employees must

be customized to meet their particular

needs. This involves messages, tricks and

formats for presentations. Possible program

formats include: keynote presentations;

"brown bag" luncheons; on-stage perfor-

mances; roving magic in cafeterias or recep-

tions; and special events involving employ-

ee gatherings. Topics range from the core

EA services, such as substance abuse, to

broadbrush subjects, such as team-building.

Communicating and motivating with

magic has been used and endorsed by sever-

al leading corporations for their EAP pro-

grams. These companies include Kimberly-

Clark, Amoco, Ford/UAW and the U.S. Post

Office Supervisor Training Center. They

have found that these programs are highly

effective in encouraging employees to take

advantage of existing EAP and employee

training programs, and helping them derive

more benefit from the programs.

Employees must come to an awareness

that they need help and that EA programs

can supply it. They must realize that they

don't know it all, and they are vulnerable.

After learning with magic, an employee will

often say that they feel stupid seeing how

they fooled themselves. When they admit

that, enjoy the moment of 'self-discovery.

Tell them that they are not stupid. They just

admitted their humanity. Now the learning

c1n begin.

Jo%~t Fabjance, a former ec(ucator wJto

~auglat communicutra2s, is ~~residerit of

Magic Mnnngement located in Rolling

Meadows, !L.

F,MPLOYELASSISTANCi:



WORK/FAMILY

continued from page 8

a considerably superior approach to the

range of work/life issues through realizing

the mutual interests of corporations and

communities in enhancing the lives of its

employees and citizens.

Matching Agenda
The work/life field has an opportunity to

change an agenda that works against realiz-

ing the true goals of work and family.

Because benefits predominated in the earlier

versions of wark/family, the other, more dif-

ficultissues of coping with corporate culture

change— breaking through the glass ceiling

and achieving a real flexibility—tended to

become lost. However, the opportunities

offered in today's workplace are linked to

both the unfreezing of the traditional order

and the attributes of the newly designed cor-

poration that match up with the work life

agenda.

The recently embraced issues of emploee

empowerment, high performance teams, and

quality movements all suggest an opening

for work and life to link their goals to these

new directions of the organization. Little has

INTRODUCING...

remained static in this new corporate revolu-

tion The very issues that have been dormant

within the work and family movement now
have a unique window through which they
can form strategic alliances with these new

business strategies and goals. To do this
however, work and family will have to

undergo a revolution of its own. It will have

to have a much greater awareness and under-

standing of the newly redesigned workplace

to develop these new strategies. It clearly

will have to understand the importance of

linking its mission with the goals of busi-

ness, not remaining as a separate benefit,

unconnected to the goals of the organization.

As the work/family field moves towards a

broader and more strategic work/life

approach, it will be instrumental in reducing

the level of stress facing today's workers

and, at the same time, make a genuine con-

tribution to the success of the organization.

Bradley K Googins, PhD, is director of

Boston University Center on Work and

Family.

Art by The Stock Market

CARES
Clinical Assessment and Return-to-work Evaluation System

by Norman G. Hoffmann, Ph. D.

CARES
FoR EAP's, SAP'S, AND OTHER CLINICIANS

✓ working in employment settings
✓ assessing transportation workers

for DOT-mandated testing
✓ making DUI assessments

CARES
✓ quick, objective, clinical assessment
✓ consistent return-to-work evaluation
✓ protection against liability

■ DESIGNERS OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE ASSESSMENT TOOLS SINCE 1980 ■
For more information, contact:

NEW STANDARDS, INC.
1080 Montreal Avenue Suite 300 Saint Paul, MN 55116
Phone: 1-800-755-6299 612-690-1002 Fax:612-690-1303

Look for Practitioners to Bind
Together and Form Your Own

EA Company.

Help with Contracting,
Marketing, Business Plan

Development and Integration

with Managed Care.

Dan Be an

As tes

1-800-866-2810
Fax

203-743-1204
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our purpose is to
provide a caring,

structured and disicplined

environment that

encourages continued

recovery at a time when

the alcohol or drug

dependent client is most

vulnerable to relapse.

For adAitional informu~ion contact
Robert D. Larson at
1-715-426-5950
or 6y calling 1.800-525-4712.

~II~ KINNIC FAILS

Rinnc FaltsAlcoho4 Drr6A6ue Savira, lne.
9(ID S. O~un~r Strrtt. Rivcr Fills. VPucuasin 54011
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EmployeeAssistance Magazine has focused on restor-

ing the troubled employee to full productivity in the workplace

by finding the appropriate level of care. In that same spirit of

Here's what you'll find in
providing "solutions to the problems" the publishers of the 1996 Stevens

EmployeeAssistance

Em to eeAssistance Ma azine are roud to introduce for 1996: 
Resource & Referra►

n y g p Guide:

TIIC 1996 SICVL'12S E77'11JI0yL'L'A.SSISlCli2CG R2,SOLlYC~
USER-FRIENDLY FORMAT

5 Sections with thousands of up-to-
date, detailed listings of facilities

& Referral Guide. -----------------------------------------~ and professionals who treat or
counsel troubled individuals. Each

The Resource & Re erral Guide rovides com rehen-f P p
~ section is arranged geographically

by state.

sive easy-to-use sections covering facilities and professionals ~ ASSOCIATIONS AND PROFESSIONAL

ORGANIZATIONS ARE INCLUDED

Listing of related associations and
specializing in Drug &.Alcohol Treatment, Mental Health, ~ professional organizations to help

~ round out the necessary details.

Outpatient Care and Rehabilitation, plus, an Information ~ STATE AND FEDERAL SERVICES

Provides listing of state and federal

Resource Services Section which lists continuing education organizations that provide informa-
~i lion and services.

products and services.
i

AVAILABLE IN PRINT OR CD-ROM

' The Resource &Referral Guide on

When seekin OUt atient or mental health counseling p g
~
~

CD-ROM includes all of the
information contained in the printed

i guide plus Dynamic Search

for a friend or family member you need access to local and ~ Capability. With this feature, you
can cross-index by any combination

~ of variables to get the information
distant inpatient and outpatient services. Turn to the leading ~ you need. Quickly. The CD-ROM

~ version is PC-based and is compat-

information source...
i ible with Microsoft Windowsr"'.

Introducing the 1996

Stevens Employee

Assis~,ance Resource &
Referral Guide.

Before you make your next referral decision,

call us at (800) 727.7573 to reserve your

1996 Resource &Referral Guide at a special Pre-Publication

rate, or complete and mail the attached order curd.

Circle 50 on card.Resource
+ReferralGuide
DRUG,ALCOHOL, MENTAL HEALTH, REHABIUTADON and OUTPgT1ENfSERVICES
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By Richard Bickerton

EAP Role as Key Player Evolves?
Legislation working its way through the Republican-dominated

U.S. Congress and agency- and cabinet-level decisions being made

(or not being made) within the Democratic administration embrace a

profusion of issues whose resolution is likely to help determine

whether the employee assistance professional will continue to evolve

as a key player in workplace governance.,

The issues driving the legislation include: (1) proposed shifts in the

regulatory reach of numerous federal agencies; (2) the, degree to

which determined special-interest groups succeed in securing adjust-

ment of perceived present inequities or self=prescribed paybacks for

self-defined unfair workplace practices, past and present; (3) whether

the administration will be perceived as continuing to back away from

dealing with America's drug abuse problems; (4) whether federal

agencies whose mission is, or was, to help assure the health and safe-

ty of American workers and Americans in general can get back on

track and beat back the high-pressure interventions of wealthy and

politically muscular private interests.

And the future of the employee assistance professional is tightly

bound to these tempestuous issues. The question for the employee

assistance professional is, what role will he or she have in respect to

workplace governance at the end of the 104th Congress?

OSHA Targeted
Part of the answer to that question lies in the consequences of the

upheaval in store for the Occupational Safety and Health

Administration (OSHA). This :may be the most immediate area of

contention in workplace regulation, workplace health and safety, and,

by implication, tl~e role of the employee assistance professional. The

OSHA structure .and mission have been targeted for change by

numerous legislative proposals, seemingly the basis for the definitive

OSHA change legislation of Sen. Nancy Landon Kassebaum (R-

Kan), chair of the Senate Labor and Hum1n Resources Committee.

The substance abuse testing provisions contained in one of the ear-

YOUTH CARE ACADEMY
Adolescent Residential Treatment

Youth Care effectively trents school failure, learning dis-
abilities, depression, social withdrawal, fximily problems,
alcohol &.drug abuse, eating disorders, non-compliance,
self-destructive behaviors, physical &sexual abuse

State Licensed JCAHO Accredited
•Professional Staff •Initial Assessment
• Accredited Junior and Senior High Schools

1-800-786-4924

Mailing Address: 
Locations:

P.O. Box 909 ~ ~ ~ ~ Draper, UT
Draper, Utah YYYY84020 

West Jordan, Url'

YOUTH -
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WASHINGTON ONLINE

Tier proposed OSHA bills, S. 592, intro-

duced by Sen. Kay Bailey Hutchison (R-

Tex), would pre-empt many state laws on

drug testing, along-time goal of many drug-

free workplace activists who have perceived

business and industry with multistate opera-

tions as being unjustly burdened by different

laws in different states. There's hardly any

dispute that meeting multiple requirements

toward the same basic enforcement end can

be an "unjust burden" for business. But a

related provision of S. 592 would put the

U.S. Secretary of Labor (a politically sensi-

tive position, at best) in the position of

"overseeing" all private sector drug testing.

Some see this as jeopardizing the locally

perceived integrity of drug testing programs

in general. Perceptions of integrity are what

make the laws work.

The Hutchison bill would also let employ-

44 Circle 55 on card.

ers implement pre-employment drug testing,

and testing in conjunction with regular phys-

ical examinations. Pre-employment drug

testing is regularly challenged as inappropri-

ate until after an offer of work has been

made; testing during regularly scheduled

physical examinations has in the past raised

serious concergs in the area of patiendphysi-

cian confidentiality. Sen Hutchison's bill

would apparently sweep these concerns

aside.

Another bill targeting OSHA for change

is S. 526, introduced by Sen. Judd Gregg (R-

NH). Gregg's bill would require that sci-

ence-based analysis (or risk-assessments) be

applied in determining the viability of work-

er health and safety regulations. That is to

say, yes, a workplace situation may be dan-

gerous, but is it so dangerous that the cost of

fixing it would be in fiscal balance with the

benefits bf doing so? For example, when

dealing with health and safety standards for

toxic materials, one would consider how

many workers would be exposed, and the

likelihood that harm would result. Offsetting

this to some extent, however, Gregg's legis-

lation would create employee/employer

groups to address safety and health issues,

thus providing labor with a procedure for

calling attention to risk without bringing

OSHA into the picture.

Hutchison has characterized OSHA as

"an example of regulatory excess that puts

Americans out of work, lowers productivity

and hampers our economic competitive-

ness," and has assembled a raft of examples

to support the characterization. Gregg has

characterized OSHA as "the bad cop" that

has to be cooled off by reducing penalty

options for a minor violation from $7,000 to

$25, and an OSHA warning notice instead of

a citation for violations that are not per-

ceived as putting workers at risk.

Another proposed OSHA reform bill

introduced by Rep. Cass Ballenger (R-NC)

would require employees to bring com-

plaints to employers Gist rather than going

directly to OSHA. Critics of the proposal

tear there would be no appeal to higher

authority should the employer choose to

ignore complaints.

Nonetheless, as sponsors of OSHA-

EMPI.,OYEEASSISTANC~
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reform legislation justifiably point out,

OSHA has brought much of this attention

down upon itself, having earned a reputation

over the years for using a single complaint as

a rationale for workplace-wide investiga-

tions, for capricious and arbitrary decision-

making, for levying massive fines upon

detection of minor infractions, for causing

huge disruptions in established business and

industrial procedures, for pettiness in its

search for punishable workplace practices

and for being combative. Its perceived dete-

riorization has moved the powerful Chicago

Tribune, a staunchly conservative newspa-

per, to editorialize that OSHA "reeks of

overreaching by zealots convinced that they

know best and are willing to trust free actors

in the American marketplace..."

Even the White House, ever mindful of

shifts in the public will, has begun to

respond to OSHA's "bad cop" image. It has

announced a "new OSHA mindset" that will

try to bring labor and management together

in identifying workplace health and safety

problems at an early stage, rather than rely

on the "inspect and punish model:'

As for OSHA—the agency has felt so pil-

loried that OSHA Administrator Joe Dear

has created a "truth team" that plans to

respond to charges that are arguably not true

or only partially h•ue. Dear has said, "we had

to hit back. People repeat these things

whether they are true or not. The stories

achieve the status or urban legends"

What does all this mean for the employee

assistance professional?Amore definitive

role in helping management and labor sort

out unhealthy and dangerous workplace

practices, as well as more involvement in the

consequences of a workplace in upheaval—

absenteeism, tardiness, a generally sullen

and bad-tempered workplace, stress,

employee anxiety Ind inappropriate employ-

er tough-mindedness.

Door Closes on Workplace
Drug Data

One among many current Washington

ironies is that while some legislators want to

make the Secretary of Labor an overseer of

private sector drug programs, die current

DOL Secretary, Robert Reich, has presided

over the closing of the Substance Abuse

Information Database (SAID). This database

was widely regarded by employee assistance

professionals as an excellent effort to collect,

collate and disseminate information on some

of the most ruinous behaviors in the

American workplace. However, these

ruinous behaviors are for the most part iden-

tifiable and fixable to the benefit of all con-

cerned provided all concerned have essential

knowledge of those behaviors, how to con-

front them and how to resolve them. This is ~

what the closing of SAID has taken from the

employee assistance professional, as well as

management and labor leaders' attempts to

deal with these behlviors. Some part of

SAID may be resurrected on the Internet

through a DOL home page now underdevel=

opment. But as part of the DOL home page,

~: We (iet ReSU1tS

~ iY'~'P ~1~\ ~ e p~~~~ry p~

r~or over 30 ycui~x, enmpanies
tvi~u've pfcl~ved <~ holier life fur ~Ireir employees

h:we~ Uu~ued to us. L00 Sp~~.eialisls giving the best in
Jiagnusis, treatment and vupporL (riving uur best [n

m»king people better.

Forest PsychCa~e Hospital
708/635-4100

555 Wilson Lane DesPlaines, Illinois
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workplace drug and alcohol information will

have to compete for exposure with all other

DOL interests, and the department, having

allowed SAID to die without even inviting

the EA field to the funeral, is not expected to

post anywhere near an adequate menu of

workplace alcohol and drug material.

Labor Acquires New Voice
DOL has, on the other hand, funded a new

Substance Abuse Institute at the George

Meany Center for labor Studies in Silver

Spring, Md. Its director is Elena M. Carr,

Workplace Litigation
Cuts Both Ways

Initiatives to reduce litigation over work-

place governance are seen by some as a two-

edged sword. On the one hand, the Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission is so

back-logged on cases (an estimated 88,000

cases pending at the end of fiscal 1993, and

at least 97,600 cases pending at the end of

the following fiscal year as of last month)

that most-will never get to court. On the

other hand, if the disputes concerning work-

placepractices are approached through arbi-

U.S. Supreme Court concerning the award

of some highway work to a minority con-

tractor was seized upon immediately by

politicians and social opportunists to resus-

citate grievances that had long lain dormant.

At this point, the issue has been so distorted

and separated from reality that hardly any-

one who has anything to 'say about it really

knows what they're talking about. The best

advice: stay calm, stay cynical of expert

knowledge.

who has been in the EAP field for many tration, both sides surrender any right to e'ditor's Note: "Washington Online" is

years. Carr says that by the end of the appeal the final decision. Someone has to a new colurrcn that taps into online

Institute's first year, it will have "established give, but is that likely? Whatever put the par- 
resources to bring readers the most timely
and important developments in the field,

its position as the central information repos- ties at odds in the first place reflected a seen through the expert eyes of Richard
itory and resource for labor unions on sub- shared reluctance to step aside. Bickerton. Bickerton has been in the fore-

stance abuse prevention and treatment; front on EA issues for a long time and a

expanded its network for information collec- Affirmative Action Confusing ~Jor champion of small business EAPs.

lion and roduct dissemination• and earned a 
He is currently president and founder of

p Don't expect anyone to come up with sen- EAP Editorial Services which offers access
reputation as labor's voice on substance Bible commentary on affirmative action for to extensive articles and document sea~hes,
abuse issues:' some time to come. The narrow ruling of the including downloading.

Monthly
The Minnesota Employee Assistance

Program Administrators and Counselors (MEA-
PAC) meet regularly for case consultation and
speakers. on topics such as sexual harassment in
the workplace, critical incidents, Adult ADHA,
gambling, workplace conflict resolution, etc.
PDHs and CEUs are available for meetings held
every other month in the'Itvin Cities. For infor-
mation, call Ned Rousmaniere, LICSW, LMFT;
(612)349-4413.

October 20-25
Managed Care for 2000, the Quality &

Utilization Management Conference (20 & 21)
and the 24th Annual Managed Care Conference
and Exhibition (22-25), sponsored by the
American Managed Care and Review
Association (AMCRA), in Nashville, Tenn. The
conferences will offer seminars on quality and
outcomes, medical management, federal pro-
grams, network relations and integrated delivery
systems. For more information, contact
AMCRA; (202) 728-0506.

October 25
Workplace USA: Timebomb About to

Explode? is a satellite videoconference spon-
sored by the American Management
Association. Stress. and violence expert Dr.
Michael Mantell, clinical psychologist, will lead

a panel of experts. For more information, contact
Joan Milczaeski at (212) 903-8115.

October 26-27
Treating Patients with PTSD: A Cognitive

Behavioral Approach, sponsored by The
Institute for Behavioral Healthcare, in Oklahoma
City, Okla. For more information, call (415)
851-0406.

October 25-27
The Employer Behavioral Healthcare

Summit, sponsored by Human Affairs
International, in Salt Lake City, Utah. The. con-
ference will deal with the cost effective incen-
tives for behavioral healthcare vendors. For
more information, call (415) 851-8411.

October 29-November 2
The 123rd Annual Meeting and Exposition of

the American Public Health Association in San
Diego. For more information, call (202) 789-
5600.

November 8-11
The Joint Commission's Eighth Annual

National Forum on Healthcare Quality presents
Maximizing the Value of your Quality
Investments, in Chicago. Experts include Uwe
E. Reinhardt, James Madison and David Hurst
who will speak on "Creative Destruction in

Organizational Restructuring:' For more infor-
mation, contact the Commission customer ser-
vice center; (708) 916-5800.

November 9-11
ERISA Litigation, sponsored by The

American Bar Association Center for
Continuing Legal Education, in Chicago. Legal
Professionals will teach the ins and outs of
retirement insurance issues and much more. For
more information, contact The American Bar
Association Financial Services NI804, P.O. Box
109078, Chicago, IL 60610-9078; cal] (800)
285-2221.

November 13-15
The Third Annual Outcomes and Disease

Management Conference, sponsored by
Conference Development Inc., in San
Francisco. For more information, contact
Nicole Coughlin, Conference Development
Inc., 70 Blanchard Road, Suite 4000,
Burlington, MA 01803; call (617) 270-6105;
Fax (617) 270-6082.

November 13-15
The Managed Healthcare Congress Northeast

sponsored by The National Managed Health
Care Congress, in New York for more informa-
tion, contact NMHCC, 70 Blanchaz•d Road,
Suite 4000, Burlington, MA 01803.
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La Amistad
Residential Treatment Center

The right choice when more than

acute psychiatric care is necessary.

. Children

. Adults
• Adolescents
. Full Psychiatric
. Dual Diagnosis
• JCAHO
• OCHAMPUS

1-800-433-1122
In Florida 1-800-367-4833

Circle 91 on card.

COLORADO ~~~~IG~' _

affordable

Extended Treatment
for women Dual diagnosis

Chemical dependency
Codependency

~~ Eating disorders
Sexual trauma

719-784-6337

G%G~;~'/ 521 W. 5th St.

'~~'~"J Florence, CO 81226
of Colorado

JCAHO
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Wellspring
Sub-Acute Psychiatric Treatment

Residential, clay treatment, and outpatient

programs for adolescents and adults.

The Wellspring Foundation, Inc.
Pounded 1977 State licensed JCAHO accredited

P.O. Box 370
Bethlehem, CT 06751-0370

203-266-7235 FAX 203-266-5830

EmployeeAssistance reaches

over 22,000 qualified

professionals each month.

O(1'0131;R 19)5

WHAT'S IN?

stick with the crowd

r-,~ ~,~„

KidsPeace National
Centers forKids in Ci7sissM

• Campus-, community- and family-
based residential care

~~ ,~, •Diagnostic: acute/shelter care

f ~ ~~~ •Day Treatment Program
R ~~, •Intensive Treatment Family Program

,:
•Family Development Program

• Education

•National Referral Network

• Crisis intervention

• Parent training

• Child and Family Guidance Center

KidsPeace, a private, not-for-profit organization,

has been "Halting, Helping and Healing" the
emotional pain of kids in crisis since 1862.

Accredited by Joint Commission on Accrediialion of Healthcare

Organizations, The American Association of Psychiatric Services for

Children, and Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools.

Accepting most major insurers.

`' Sex Abuse Victim Therapy

~~i Alcohol and Drug Abuse Groups

~~i Severe Psychiatric Disorders

c_qi Family Oriented Treahnent Programs

6i Aftercare/Continuing Care Programs

(a Below"Average"I.Q.TreahnentService

• Alabama" •Tennessee* •Virginia

•Georgia •North Carolina* •Maryland

yCAHO Approved

For Information Contact:

Hans Toecker • (615) 6G2-0166

For more
information on

classified advertising call:

`: a l~ .~ h D~~~A W~~R~R~ N

817-662-7048
Fax 817-662-7073.
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HUMAN RESOURCES
MANAGI;MI~.N'1'
Watson Wyatt Software is a division of
Watson Wyatt Worldwide, which special-
izes in the areas of human resoiuices,
financial and systems management. HR
EDGE is asuite ofWindows-based appli-
cationsfrom Wyatt Soliw~u~e that include:
CHOICE'"" for benefits enrollment,
REWARDTM' for compens~~tion manage-
ment end PENSIONS'TM for defined ben-
efitplan adminishation.
Wat9on-Wyatt Company
5335 SW Meadows Rd., Ste. 200
Lake Oswega, OR 97035
(800) 776-1046

VIDEOS FOR EMPLOI'GES
WHO CAREAI30UT KIDS
You Can Choose! is one of tlu~e lively
series of videotapes for children and par-
ents emphasizing healthy, responsible
decision-making. Uses for programs
include: parenting source libruies or
workshops; gifts for schools or chwches
by corporate donors; or support for EAP
coumelors. Call or write for fi~ee infoima-
tion.
Live Wire Media
3450 Sacramento Sheet
San Francisco, CA 94118
(800) 359-KIDS

EDUCATING EMPLOYEES
ON STRESS, FIlVANCFS
"IPs not what your employees eam, iPs
what they keep that is important." What's
the # I cause of employee stress?
Financial issues. The Loose Change
newsletter educates employees in a fun,
non-threatening fortnat. Financially eciu-
cated employces report having lower lev-
els of shrss, higher praluctiviry and
greater .ipprecia6on for their benefits. For
six FRI;L issues, call (8(l0) 334-4094,
0XL 9$2.
Hupe Health Newsletter
350 E. Michigan Ave.. Ste. 301
ICalarna~.00, MI 490073851
(800) 334-4049; FAX: (616) 343fi260

UP-TO-DATE DIGEST
ON BEHAVIORAL CARE
OFFERS ORDERING INFO
BEHAV/ORAL HEALTH CARE
UPDATE published bimonthly, is a suo-
cinct and timely review of key published
articles that appear in the mental health,
substance abuse and managed care litera-
hu+e. Issues you need to Imow about and
keep up with are cove~+ed in each issue. An
"800" number is available for ordering
BtUC~PS. ~~ Of WI7tC:

William J. b1LStCad &Associates In4
8l9 W. Fairview Sheet
Arlington Heights, IL 60005
(708) 255-8214; FAX: (708)255-8215
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56 AAIRIS ..........................................................................SI

36 Adcarc .............................................................................36

7 Alcohol Counlcrmcasum Systems ..............................22

17 American Academy of IleatlAeare ...............................20
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I9American Syslems .........................................................8
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J7 Uelly Ford Cenler .........................................................J7

46 Rcrman & Assocfales ...................................................Al
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58 DelAmo Ha~pilel ..........................................................JS

SS Ucluwarc Vnllcy .............................................................44

39 Devereuz FoundulIon ....................................................37

30 UOR & Assocfales .........................................................Jl

45 Employee Advisory Resource .......................................40

54 Forcsl {iospital ..............................................................45

?A Cnbles .............................................................................26

IRflazelden Recovery ....................................................... 20

42 HCIA ..............................................................................JB

47 HMSA .............................................................................39

44 flexllhcare Rehxb Center .............................................J9

$ ~I~RSAA~C ~~OS~IIIP~ .......................................................... ~U

JI Illinois tnslilule for Addiction ......................................Jl

11 Inloximelers ...................................................................14

4 Kelly Assisted I.ivfng ......................................................9

49 Klnnic Falls ....................................................................41

JB I,0. Ilncicndn .................................................................. 37

21 I.awphonc ......................................................................23

t4Magic Atanngemen~ .......................................................I6

22 Motivision ................................~~....~................................25

J4 MWtiPlon Inc ...............................~._...................................75

WHAT YOU NF,I+.D TO KNOW
AI30LJT D(rl' ALCOHOL
ANll DRUG'1'ESTING
11iis video-based training program and
easy-to-use handbook help meet the
D(7I"s alcohol and cLug training iequice-
ments for supervisors. Additional materi-
als are available to barn safety-sensitive
employees. De Donna Smith explains the
roles, and live action scenes demonshnte
constructive confrontation. No-chazee
previews ire available alone with a "Risk
Management Self-Assessment Form."
Buckley Productions Inc.
102 E. Blithedale Avenue
Mill Valley, CA 94941
(415)383-2009; Fax: (415)383-5031

C1VEI~-PSYCH:
YOUR DSM-IV
DIAGNOSTIC PARTNER
Civer-Psych is acomputer-basest psychi-
atric diagnasUC system that provides an
easy, rapid and consistent method of
reaching, recording and tepotdng diag-
noses. Referred to as "cutting edge pral-
ucP' by one of its Fortune 50 EAP cus-
tomers, CNER-PSYCH integrates
intake/assessment, evaluafion of modules
that can be pwchased separately or com-
bined;(800)529-5355.
Ctiverex Systems Inc.
48 Lakeshore Road, Ste. 1
Pointe Claire, Quebec, Ca~iada H9S 4H4
(514) 630.1005; FAX: (514) 630.1456
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Let us show you how we can be one of
your most unexpected resources.

Our Managed Health Care Directors, can be a valuable
resource to you and your clients, providing information about
treatment options and the responsible use of pharmaceuticals.

Our goal, like yours, is to allow clients to return to work
quickly and productively. To find out more about how we can

help, call 1-800-253-8600, extension 3-4256.

A Valuable Partner in Managed Heath Care
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